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IN OUR 77th YEAR
*Large Crowd
Hears Cooper
And Morton
4; A packed courthouse heardJohn Sherman Cooper and Thu-
rston Morton, Republican candi-dates for the two Senate postsin Kentucky, last night at 7:90
o'clock.
The two Republican assailed
Democrat claims of high farm
incomes and pointed out what
they said were fallacies.
Former Senator and Arnbas-
.sador to India Cooper accused
illlormer governor Lawrence We-
therby of 'distorting his (Coop-
er's) record day after day." He
added that he had always voted
for 90 per cent price support.
Thurston Morton of Louisville,
declared that if the Democrats
want to take credit for high
farm prices, then they should
also take credit for the Korean
War. "The end of the Korean
War was a result of the policies
At President Eisenhower's" he
said.
Morton also hinted that United
States' policy under the Eisen-
tower administration kept the
reds from invading Formosa.
Earlier Cooper said he he-
liavid that the American people
had already decided that Eisen-
hower and Nixon should return
to the White House for another
erm. "Mr. Morton and I are
where to confirm that", he said.
Both speakers were introduced
by Dr. Walter Blackburn of
Murray State College.
Stolen Toys
Are Recovered
PITTSBURGH, Oct. 18 411 —
Police recovered an estimated
400,000 in children's toy a stolen
from a Pittsburgh wholesale firm
after nabbing three men today
in the act of loading a truck
with goods from the company's
warehouse.
The crooks had rented two
warehouses in nearby Sturgeon,
Pa., police said, to store the
toys which had been syste-
matically looted from the Pitts-
burgh Wholesale Distributing Co.
*since late last year.
Two plainclothes patrolmen
surprised three men at the com-
pany's warehouse at 2:30 a.m.
The officers said they watched
tor an hour while the trio carted
out bicycles, games, dolls and
other items to the truck. Two
other men were arrested later
on charges of receiving stolen
goods.
Patrolman George Shumaker
and Patrick Flannigan who made
the arrests, estimated it would
take at least four moving vans
to transport the toys stored at
Sturgeon back to Pittsburgh.
Authorities said the toy firm
knew toys were disappearing but
could not determine how the
burglars operated. Police said
Lois Cacella, 17. one of the
men arrested, was an employe
ss of the firm and provided the
W gang with keys so they could
eiter at night.
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Hospital News
Wednesday's complete record fol-
lows:
Census 
 
38
" Adult Beds 
 
60
Patients admitted from 3:00 p.m.
Monday to 11:30 a.m. Wednesday
Mrs. James McCoile, Rt. 3,
Paducah; Mrs. Emil Rust and
baby boy, Rt. 2, Calvert City;
Mrs. Charles Davis and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Benton; George Elton
Eikel, College Station. Murray;
Cron B James, Rt. 3, Murray;
Mrs. James Lloyd Tucker, 401
S. 12th St., Murray; Miss Betty
Jean McGeeHee, 410 N. lit St.,
Murray; Mrs. Cylde Pace, Rt. 1,
Benton; Mrs. Harvey Ellis, 907
Sycamore, Murray; Mrs. Connie
Nash, Rt 5„ Paris, Tenn.
WEATHER
REPORT
Sy United Press
Southwest Kentucky —Mastly
ft cloudy and mild today and to-
night, partly cloudy and con-
tinued mild Friday. High today
and Friday 77 to 83, low tonight
52 to 57.
Some 5:30 a. m. teraperatur•re
Covington 55, Louisville 61, Pa-
ducah 50, Bowling Green 53,
Lexington 54, London 56 and
Hopkinsville 51.
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Selected As A Beat All Round Kentucky Communtty Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, October 18, 1956
Rev. H. F. Paschall Will
Keynote Baptist Student Meet
LEXINGTON. Ky. —More
than 1,500 students from Ken-
tucky colleges will attend the
annual Baptist Student Union
state convention in Lexington
Oct. 28-28. Sessions will be held
at the Immanuel Baptist Church
Friday night and Saturday and
at the University of Kentucky
Memorial Chapel Sunday morn-
ing.
"Christ the Lord — My Lord"
will be the theme.
Dr. It Franklin Paschall, pas-
tor of the First Baptist Church,
Nashville, Tenn., will be t h e
keynote speaker. A native Ken-
Does Not Remember
When He Killed
Family
9T. PETERSBURG, Fla., Oct.
18 In —Former Marine James
Burmeister told police today he
did not remember and did not
know why he massacred his wife
and two children with a combat
knife.
'It was horrible, horrible, hor-
rible." Burmeister sobbed in his
jail cell. He will be charged in
court today.
Police said the six-foot-two,
245 - pound telephone lineman
apparrently lapsed into a state
of shock and talked incoherently
after surrendering Wednesday at
his home, scene of the triple
slaying.
Two officers who rushed there
in answer to a neighbor's call
found Burmeister, 28, at the door
in his shorts and dndershirt,
holding the blood-smeared knife.
*side, his wife Mazy Rose, 32,
lames, 23 months, and Wilhelmi-
na, 10 months, lay in pools of
blood and water.
Investigators reported M r s.
Burmesiter had been stabbed 44
times, the boy 18 and the baby
girl 12 times. Burmeister had
placed the children in a half-
filled bathtub and pushed his
wife's head into a bucket of
water,
He told officers the cries of
the baby awakened him before
dawn and "I got out of bed with
a sudden urge to kill — I just
tried to kill them the fastest way
I could."
Henderson To
Play Tigers
Here Friday
Still smarting from a licking
at the hands of Madisonville last
week, the Murray High Tigers
tapered off in their drills today,
;Ind planned their attack for the
homecoming game with 'Hender-
son County tomorrow night at
8:00.
Various injuries which were
noticable in the Madisonville
contest continue to hamper sev-
eral of the Tigers, including
Dick Hutson and Glinn Brewer.
Coach Ty Holland announced
that Eddie Wells would probably
start at end in place of the ail-
ing Hutson against H. C. Brew-
er, though slowed by a knee
injury, suffered in the Fulton
game. will probably play tomor-
row.
Holland praised the improved
play of Wells, Jerry Lee, Harry
Allison, and Dan Parker. Re-
ferring to the Madisonville game,
he said, "Madisonville was up
and got the breaks, while we
were down and got nothing."
The veteran mentor expects a
tough game with Henderson
County and hints that the score
will be close. Last week, H. C.
dropped Providence 33-6.
The probable starting lineup
for Murray is: Ends, Purdom and
Wells; tackles, Spann and Fut-
rell; guards, Farmer and Mayer;
center, McLemore. QB, Cross;
TB, Buchanan; RH, Shroat; FB,
brewer.
DAUGHTER 18 BORN
A daughter. Jo Jeannette.
weighing 8 pounds and three
outages, wee born September 29
to Mr. and Mrs. William John-
son of 696 Philips, Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Johnson is t he former
Glenda Harris, a graduate of
Lynn Grove High School.
tuckian, Dr. Paschall formerly
was pastor of churches in Hazel
and Bowling Green and served
as chairman of the Kentucky
Baptist Executive Board.
Dr. Dale Moody, professor of
theology at the Southern Baptist
Seminary,' Louisville, will give a
series of messages.
Other featured speakers will
be Mrs. J. 0. Williams, teacher
and author of Nashville. Tenn.;
David K. Alexander, associate in
the Baptist Sunday School
Board's student department,
Nashville; the Rev. J. Bryan
Brasington. Heath Springs, S. C.,
missionary appointee to Peru;
and the Rev. Bruce McIver, as-
sociate in the Texas Baptist
student department,
Presiding will be Bob Fields,
Hamilton, O., Kentucky state B.
S.U. president and student at
Georgetown College, George-
town. J. Chester Durham, Louis-
ville, state B.S.U. secretary for
Kentucky, is in charge of the
program
Ira G. Prosser. director of
music and promotion of the First
Baptist church, Conway, S. C.,
will lead the congregation sing-
ing and worship., Pianist will be
Shirley Joyce Chiles, Murray,
student at Murray State College.
Special music will be featured
by a state B.S.U. choir under
direction of Eugene Quin n,
Louisville, music secretary for
Kentucky Baptists. Choirs from
Ueorgetown College and Univer-
sity df Kentucky B.S.U.'s also
will sing.
Republicans Endorse
Highway. Bond Issue
Local Republican campaign
leaders announced yesterday
that a resolution had been pas-
sed, endorsing the proposed one
hundred millior dollar highway
bond.
This action was taken at a
joint meeting of the Calloway
County Campaign Committee,
according to B. M. Coleman.
chairman.
TOBACCO CURING NEWS
By United Press
Tobacco curing weather will
continue- good today and Friday
in southwest and south central
Kentucky but will be only fair
to good today in southeastern
areas.
Relative average humidity will
range from a low in the 30s in
the southwestern and south cen-
tral areas to 55 to 65 per cent
in the southeast. Tonight's hu-
midity will range from 85 to 95
per cent in all areas.
The University of Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station
recommends opening barn venti-
lators today if any uncured to-
bacco remains in barns.
Evansville, Ind., 49.
On Tour of London
WEARING his ornate velvet coat,
a "Beefeater," as Tower of Lon-
don guards are termed in Eng-
land, acts as guide to Petra
Scharrnan, the "Miss Germany"
entry in the Miss World contest.
I-axgest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County
MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
. Ditched Plane's Skipper, Crew Members
CAPTAIN RICHARD OGG (left), pilot of a massive Pan-American Airwaysplane enroute with 31 aboard from Honolulu to California when engine troubledeveloped beyond the -point of no return" patiently kept his craft aloft untildaylight permitted a landing near a Coast Guard weather ship at sea. Servingunder Capt. Ogg aboard the plane were Pat Reynolds (center) of San Mateo,Calif., the Purser, and Mary E. Daniel (right), of San Francisco, a stewardess.All aboard were saved as the airliner sank. (International Soundphotos)
Antibiotic ForHomer Farmer , Use Against Cancer
in Mice DiscoveredPasses Away
Detroit
Homer Farmer, age 67, passed
away this morning at four o'clock
at the East Side Hospital in
Detroit. Michigan, following a
bad fall he received on Satur-
day morning October 13 at the
home of his daughter Mrs. Boyd
Riley in Detroit where he was
visiting.
Mr. Farmer had been a farmer
all his life, mostly on the west
side of the county.
Survivors include his wife Mrs.
Chlora Harris Farmer of Murray;
four daughters. Mrs. Osro But-
terworth, Lynn Grov e, Mrs.
Harding Galloway of Murray.
Mrs. Boyd Riley of Detroit. and
Mrs. Billy Tidwell of Kirks,•y;
nineteen grandchildren and fif-
teen great grandchildren; and
three brothers, Lamer. Autry
and Lester Farmer, all of Mur-
ray.
The body will arrive at the
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
sometime Friday morning. The
funeral will be held some time
on Saturday with final arrange-
ments incomplete.
Friends may call at the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home on
Friday until the funeral hour.
Murray High
Frosh To Play
The Murray- High School Ju-
nior High football team will
meet Mayfield JUnior High foot-
ball team tonight at 7:00 in
Holland Stadium.
The Murray squad won by one
point in the last encounter, 14
to 13, and the going is expected
to be rougher tonight.
Fans are urged to be on hand
to give the future Tiger team
a boost.
Saturday Proclaimed
Forget-Me-Not Day
By MICHAEL J. O'NEILL .
United Press Sports Writer
WASHINGTON, Oct. 18 eft —
Scientists today reported the dis-
covery of a new antibiotic which
hap proved effective against
cancer in mice.
They warned there is no
evidence yet that it will be
any help in human tumors. But
they said it is a hopeful new
indication that the wonder drugs
may some day provide man with
an, effective weapon against can-
t_ce4h
e new antibiotic. alazopep-
tin, was unveiled at the fourth
annual symposium on antibiotics
here. Several, hundred experts
from the United States and nine
other nations are taking part
in the three-day conference.
Isolated From Obscure Strain
Researchers for Lederle La-
boratories, a division of t he
American Cyanamid Co.. said
alazopeptin was isolated from
an obscure strain of the same
soil bacteria which produced es-
tablished drugs like streptomy-
cM.
Dr. James H. Williams, assist-
ant to the director of Lederle,
said the drug was found active
against experimental cancer in
mice. Some transplanted tumors
stopped growing. Others wither-
ed away and some even dis-
appeared.
Several other antibiotics pre-
viously have been reported to
be active against mice tumors —
Retinomycin C &D. puromycin,
asaserine: and something with
the nickname Don.
Some Doubt 'Drugs' Help
But the jump from mice to
men is a big one. The effective-
ness of these drugs on human
cancers has been less than con-
clusive. Some investigators have
reported some favorable activity
but others have doubted the
drugs' help.
Nevertheless, Dr. Nester Bo-
honos of Lederle said among
all the drugs being tested a
higher percentage of antibiotics
are showing anti-cancer activity
than are non=antibiotic com-
pounds. •
The significance of aiaropepitin,
he said, is not that it may be
effective in human patients but
; that it provides further evidence
that antibiotics probably are aMayor pro-
promising trail to. follow in theclaimed Saturday. October 20 as
search for the answer to cancer.Forget-Me-Not Day in Murray
ahd Calloway County. The Girl
Scouts will sell the flowers on
the court square on that day
for the Murray chapter 50 of
the Disabled American Veterans.
Citizens are urged to purchase
the forget-me-nots which are
made by disabled veterans. Any
amount may be donated, accord-
ing to Otis Cohoon. adjutant of
the local chapter.
LOURDES PILGRIMS ARRIVE
LOURDES. France SP —Fifty-
nine Americans. including 16 ill
persons and four cripples, ar-
rived here by plane Sunday
night on a pilgrimage to Our
Lady of Lourdes shrine.
Most of the pilgrims came
from New York and San Fran-
cisco.
•
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Letter To Editor j
Dear Mr. Williams:
The Murray Chamber of Com-
merce would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for
helping us make a success of
our Calloway County Day. With
cooperation of this kind we will
continue to grow and make
Murray and Calloway County a
better place to live. You can
not know how grateful I am
fur the help you gave us.
It is the hope of many people
that this will be made into an
annual event which will be
beneficial' to all.
Sincerely yours,
Murray Chamber of Commerce
L. D. Miller, Jr.
Executive Secretary
Local People
Attend Meet
Of Council
The Kentucky tS,siperative
Council met in Mayfield at the
REA Building Tuesday night,
October 16. District Director W.
L. Parr of Mayfield presided.
Principal speakers were A.• I.
Reisz, Henderson, and Wendell
C. Binkley from University .of
Kentucky. Bobby Grogan a n d
the.,..4-H boys who attended the
American Institute of Coopera-
tion gave a report on their trip.
District Directors elected were
W. L. Parr, W. R. Perry and
Wilson Rudolph.
Total attendance was 50. Those
attending from Murray were
Bobby Grogan, Larry Suiter. B.
W. Edmond,.s, H.G.Gingles, Har-
vey Dixon, Lowell Palmer. Goe-
bel' Robeas, W. R. Perry, Guy
Wilson. 'Vandal Wrather. Ules
Goodwin, Wayne Wilson. J. C.
Kemp. J. D. Rogers. Kenneth
Grogan. Keys Keel and C. O. 4
Bondurant.
Dr. Gant Will Be
Church Speaker
Dr. Julian Gant will be the
guest speaker at the 11:00 'serv-
ice at the Seven-day Adventist
church on South Fifteenth Satur-
day.
Brother Of Mrs.
Wright Is Guest
Houseguests of Bro. and Mrs.
Kenneth Wright last night were
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Norsworthy
of Portland. Maine and children
Sylvia and Bradlee. Mr. „Nors-
worthy is a brother of Mrs.
Wright.
Mr. Norsworthy, who is the
secretary-treasurer of the North
New England Conference of Sev-
en-day Adventists, was the spea-
ker at the midweek prayer serv-
ice last 'night.
Girl Scouts Meet
At Lonesome Joe
Girl Scout Troop No. 19, under
the direction of Mrs. William
C. Nall met Wednesday after-
noon. October 17 at "Lonesome
Joe."
Plans were made to sell For-
get-me-nots Saturday, October
20. for the Disabled Veterans,
and for the Mother and Daugh-
ter Banquet which will be held
Tuesday. November 16.
The Troop will also send pack-
ages to Service men overseas
sponsored by the Red Cross.
The next meeting will be a
hike to the Soapstone Bluff
Murray High Junior
Team Plays Tonight
The Murray High freshmen
will battle the Mayfield flush
in a football game here t•irught
at 7:30 p.m.
Everyone is urged by the
Murray coaches to come out and
observe the Tigers of future
years.
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'Touring Candidates Continue• 
Personal Attacks, Charges
By United Press
Touring Republican and Dem-
ocratic standard bearers stepped
up personal attacks and ham-
mered away at regional issues
today in in.ajor campaign swings
through New England, the Mid-
west and the Far West.
President Eisenhower charged
Adlai Stevenson with • "half
truth" and "hit and run" state-
ments in a speech in Servile,
Wash.. Wednesday night. He al-
so lashed back again at t h e
Democratic presidential nomi-
nee's proposal to end H-bomb
tests.
Stevenson. using some of the
sharpest language of his cam-
paign, denounced Vice President
Richard M. Nixon as a shifty ex-
ponent of expediency and man
of Many faces in Flint, Mich.,
Wednesday night. •
Nixon termed Stevenson a
peddler of "gloom and doom"
who is "selling o u r economy
sllort" in a speech prepared for
delivery today in Providence, R.
Sen. Estes Kefauver, the Dem-
ocratic vice presidential nominee,
accused Mr. Eisenhower of forc-
ing down farm prices and jack-
ing 'up interest rates.lo benefit
big business in a speech prepar-
ed for delivery today in Joplin.
Mo
Pledges Aid To Education
The' President, touring the Pa-
cific Coast. pledged in a speech
prepared for delivery in Tacoma,
Wash., today to press for con-
gressional appreval early next
year of his $4 billion school con-
struction program.
He itialke-..0einki oir-thselio
school construction program be
carried out in four years. instead
of the five originally planned.
The program was blocked in
Congress this year after a segre-
gatior; rider was attached to the
bill
la. President also attacked
Stevenson on his proposal to
,14,p all hydrogen bomb tests in
speech to a crowd of about 13,-
000 in Seattle.
Mr. Eisenhower said peaceful
uses of the atom are the main
objective of his administration.
"We simply refuse to do it
all alone." he said. "Until others
do it with us, we are going to
stay wrong."
The President also earlier di-
rected that top administration
aides prepare a detailed reply to
what the' White House called
"rather .extraordinarily incorrect
statements" of Stevenson to halt
the nuclear tests.
Attacks Farm Policies
Stevenson moved today . into
Ohio. attacked the GOP farm
policies, General Motors in par-
ticular and big business gener-
ally .He compared what he- cal-
led the plight of the farmer with
Thomas Eldridge
Officer In Company
Thomas Etdridge
GREAT LAKES, Ill. —Thomas
J. Eldridge. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Eldridge of Route 5. Mur-
ray. has been appointed master-
at-arms of his recruit company
at the Great Lakes Naval Train-
ing Center.
As a recruft petty ofifcer he
will wear a miniature rating
insigne as a badge of author"
during the remainder of it i s
nine weeks of "Boot Camp."
He was chosen for the position
in recognition of leadership
qualities displayed while under-
going recruit training. He is
scheduled to graduate Oct. 20.
the protection which he said was
afforded to General Motors by
the administration.
"The administration has treat-
ed the farmer like a poor and
troublesome relation," he said In
a speech prepared for delivery
in Akron.
Then contrasting the position
of General Motors with that of
the farmer, Stevenson said:
"If General Motors had to de-
pend on the weather for its pro-
duction, if it had to dump a
year's production on the market
in a few weeks. if it lacked capi-
tal to hold goods off the market,
General Motors would need pro-
tection—and from this admini-
stration would get it."
Stevenson re-applied the label
of "Cadillac cabinet" on the men
around the President and- said
Nixon must be getting sensitive
becguse he had instructed his
staff to use no more Cadillacs
in parades.
-These Republicans think of
everything." he said.
Dodgers Land In
Tokyo Today
TOKYO. Oct. 18 4P — The
Brooklyn Dodgers landed in
Tokyo today and turned the
v.•orld's third largest city into
a Flatbush suburb.
Thousands of persons crowded
tire spectator ramp at Tokyo
International Airport when the
Dodgers: defeated by the New
York Yankees in the World
Series, arrived for a 20-day
exhibition tour.
.TJ "44, 0 reY4)- welcome
seldom accorded visaing digni=
taries at this much-traveled air-
port.
forty beautiful, kimono-clad
actresses from the Daiei Motion
Picture Studios greet ed the
Dodger team as it stepped down
from their plane. Among them
was Kyo Machiko, best known
Japanese actress in the Western
world. She was wearing Western
dress.
Hundreds of school boys wav-
ed their hands frantically to
attract the attention of their
baseball idols.
The Dodgers, .used to the
baseball frenzy of Brooklyn, were
startled by the enthusiasm shown
by the torrid Japanese fans
Local Democrats
In Money Drive
Dollars for Democrats drive
will be held city . and county
wide on Thursday night, Octo-
ber RI: Dernodratic women will
ring doorbells in, house to house
visits throughout the city be-
tween 5:30 and 7:30' p.m.
Mrs. Luck Burt, County Chair-
woman, has announced that alt
persons in the county wishing
ta contribute will fnid marked
containers in their local store
and filling stations.
Mrs. John Pasco, City Chair-
woman, states that Democratic
Headquarters will be open until
9:00 Thursday night. Anyone not
contacted may phone 442 or 744
and the donation will be picked
up.
Vandals Hit Two
Headquarters Here
Headquarters of local Demo-
crats was the scene last night
of vandalism. 'Signs were ripped
from the front of the head-
quarters, located in --the forreer '
Riley Furniture building on West
Main Astreet. and Republican signs.
were pasted over Democratic :
ones.
Republican headquarters was
sandalized night before last with
the same type of vandalism
being carried out. No indication
was given as to who the guilty
parties are.
Mr. And Mrs. Foy
To Leave For Meet
- -- -
Mr. and 'Mts. S V Foy. Syca-
more Street. will leave Friday to
attend the National County
Agents Convention at Houston,
TeNaF.
Mr. Foy disclosed that he
would return to the county
agents office October 28.
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10 Years Ago This Week
- Ledger and Times File
Joe P. James. son of Mr. and Mrs. Aubry James. Route1, Kirksey. Ky., has been promoted to the rank of Tech-
nician Fourth Signal Ouerations Battalion, a part of Gen-
eral Mark W. Clark s United States Forces in Austria.
Students and Alumni of Murray State will celebrate
their home conrIhg wth a series of festivities hese Nov. 9.
The Alumni Association, headed by President W. Z.
Carter, plans to add to the occasion with a reunion of all
the graduates of Murray.
The body of Miss Mettle Wilson was brought to the
home of her son Mason Wilson and family Sunday night
from Florida and funeral services were held at Mt. Plea-
sant Monday afternoon.
Dorris and Pat Clark spent the week-end in Chicago,
Ill., .with their brother, Fred Clark and Mrs. Clark. Car-
los Jones of Murray accompanied them. Little Miss Cerro!
Clark returned home with them for a visit with her grand-
parents. Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Clark of Murray and Mrs.
Pearl Jones of Lynngrove.
Of :nterest to many friehds is the announcement of the
double wedding Saturday afternoon. Oct. t2, of Miss
Freda Mae Dunn to Hassel Kuykendall. and Miss Well-
Freda Mae Dunn to Hassel Kuykendall. and Miss Well,
were read by the Rev. M. M. Hampton at his hcme.
Oklahoma
Benches
Top Team
•
• I
By CARTER W. BRADLER
United Press Sports Writer
NORMAN. Okla. UP - The
way things are going. his firet-
stengers may rIzre trouble win's
fling their verses. letters because •
they're on the ta-nch most of the
•irrie
And he says he won't really
know how great a football team
he has until 'we're behind by one
touchdown in the final quarter."
That may never happen be-
cause his helmeted legions over-
prw:er every team they face.
He's the United Press Coach of
the Week. Bud Wilkinson - of
TO .SAVE MONEY
On Tear Plumbing
Elroy Sykes
PlUmBING CO
;ItADICAT PPIEVEri.
THE DESTRUCTIVE TERMrTF
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
--Licensed and Insured—
Sam Kelley
now* 4•11
Kelly's Pest
Control
•
those unbeaten, untied, unscored
upon. and still unextendad 0k:e-
dema sooners.
It wasn't simpiy that they
s. womped_a_ wellerniesi. Texas. _team
:est Sraturdaet 45e0. because they
were strong favorites. It was he..
',156. Wekinson's warriors were I
phase c.f the game.
644 to perfection in efory
They stopped the Longhorns
like four-strand barbed wire
fence whenever they- had the
ball. Texas could not penetrate
beywaile the Oktahoma 24. The
soonear intercepted five passes
and rece.ered two iunbles. They
piled up 30 yards rushing and
another 133 by claming. They
rushing rushed Texas kicker so
agghessively the longhorns had
a punting average of only 23.8
yards whereas Oklahoma. which
had to kick only twice, had a
55-yard booting average.
The Sooners have dominated
the Big Seven Corife:ence so
completely that every garce vrith
a league team becomes a breather
and should any of them defeat
Okltiorna it would rank automa-
tically as the upset of the year.
In fact. Oklahoma, whzch has tied
, a collegiate conseeueve game
winning streak with 33 in a row,
probably will breeze to-another
perfect record season since the
only tear left that figures to
be troublesome is Node Dame
and the Irish are sub-par this
r
SHELL\\•
SHELL
FUEL
JCIABSR OIL
Ky. Lake Oil
Company
Phone 152
Fuel Tanks Available
Memorial Gardens
I Mile North on Benton Road
ANNOUNCING
GRAND
OPENING
Murray
Sunday - October 21st
I 
.
: From 1 to 5 O'lock
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, 8 to 10 tot. water tin live bait,Fishing • e itnodNaklaetesurai- A)nservation
ell as Spoonplags during the IReport oar. Av-, slioald have gar mere!inelladeual catches to report but Reetilations
HUH take.; more fishermen than
ladividual Catches I
we have had the- eeek. Are Listed
.spoesseappe, se. Ow Ky.: Ur. v. 
T
and!Walker party, 20 Crappie
live minnow and 24 Sitliar un he conservation re,erve pur-
tion of the national Seel Hank
program will average about $10
a year per acre for Kentucky
farmers participating, says the
U. IX. Agricultural Extension
Service economies sect ion.
Buchanan Five: 5 L.M. Base
,in 2 'sours on Bombers.
Luther Cowherd and pa rt y
limit catch of stripes for on
.nembers.
Paducah, Ky: John Huge and
party eo Crappie. live minnow
8 to 10 ft. water. •
Villa Pai't, Illinois: C J Han,
mots, 30 Crappie.. LIN e minnow
8 to 10 ft water.
Cape raira-eleave Met Bill Bel-
lingor le L.11. Bade. two rnore-
ales ail Muir Popper.
Bost Newt This %%roue: Is the A Soil Rank baec emust he
announcement of the fact that estehliehed on the farm before
Mr. Aedrew Buchanan of Hern. land may be entered in the
den, Kentucky, who for __severa I conservationl soil-
year' has ei'deOjaVe-5, fenniffeiTtden 
reseeve. All 
if crops in general will'
One Stop is the winner o! the , or used to determine this Soil
zRrr.,sovi bKentucky Afieldthe y_tnFtehtiukyn,gCocztvtest. nail.uw ,re rn; mbase. clonKesntuaclkl y.suchpo
grains
I of Fish end Wildlife Resources. • oat for pasture, hay or grain
I
mr. otecomee was v,th a 7 It.. erotiac•!oa: tobacco; soybeans;
9 07 large mouth taken on a comraercial vegetables-, and sor-
Bomber 'f hie wes not Oes largest &hum (Small grains include
base enter-ea but was the largeet wheat, bailee, rye anc oats.)
on an artificial. His prize which Conservation reserve practices
was pr.sented over LwAtieVi.tia TV 'include erase and legume seed-
Satureay, Night 10/13 at made 4 ings: p ed construction; and tree
uo of ai H.P Evinrude Meier pianting.
at 14 ft. RichLne Boa, and a ' War.ners will be paid up to
Holsclaw Trailer. 80, pn• cent of the average cost
•
• , ,
-
•
6.'Noa DARNELL eseeer lisee•
01,0 ovelior than in her re • o
a frontier lady in -LIAV.OTA
INCiDEIST.” with Dale Rooert-
see whice Way slang vi.th
-FL,AME of the Isiand." with
Yvonne Drt:ar:), ho-ward Doff
ard Zachavy Scot - az a d3ublei
e a• -e at tie .'ars.ty T Neatre
Friday aril Sa.u.'T• i Is
biggest ciouele :ea *o ever
be drferied to M ay's M 6 1
fans, two tap w•uciiis an ::101
ve:th seven top .taro.
5.
ii
of seeding grass and legumes,
i.e., sosts of seed, fertilizer and
actual seeding werk. For ponds,
payments also will be up to
60 per cent if the actual (tosts,
if certain pond
-building specifi-
cate•ns are met For trees, up
to 80 per cent of the cost of
establishing trees will be paid
If land proposed for grass-
and-legume conservation reserve
already hae a satisfactory grass
cover, the farmer can choose a
3 or 5 year period for keeping
the land in reserve
If grass and legume cover
must e established, he will be
required to leave it in the
program either tot 5 or for 10
years.
Tree land must stay in he
conservation reserve for either
10 iii 15 sears.
:herr are certain restrictions
on land put into the conser-
vation reserve. For instance. the
farmer m ii s t control noxious
weeds; he cannot harvest any
crops from the land, our pesture
1t at all; Must comply with
acreage allotment; iruch as to-
bacco, corn or wheat); maintain-
a satisfactory cover for erasion
control; harvest timber only by
approved forestry management
practices; not eta Christmas tree,
greenery or ornamentals, and
not u s e conservation reserve
Ponds' water except for piping
to land on his farm which is
not in the conservation reserve
program. Then, the water may
be used only for livestock pur-
poses.
-ea
•
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THOUGHTS IN SAME CANAL?
T141 WORDS may be Oinglegshot and loud in the UN Security
Council seisaiore is New Vork, but you'd never guess it from thie
corridor scene. Tits laugtisr is Syria's Ralik Asha, and the smiler
is India's Krihtsta Mennie•They 'seem to be in agreement about
something, although it may not be Suez, which the council
Is discussing. r., (International) i
•it
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These Prices Are Good Through Monday , 22t
Midwest a ICE CREAM •% GALLON 
TOMATO CATSUPBRooKs 19! PORK & BEANSZp2 Ca" 29c
FKRIFETsN8-612 jar DRESSING 19c
PECAN
 SANDIES 39c
CARNATION
The aetual tale of payment
per acre In the state runs from
$8 to $12, says Duel Lanpher.
economist: Payments vary be-
tween e•eintiel according to pro-
declivity of the land.
Deadline :or the 1P57 program
is March 15. 1t37.
 MILK 
 3 39c
TONY DOG FOOD 3 For 25c 
With 6Bottles For 19c
%hit' -bar'
- 4
Ic="774
-7_
•;
ARMOUR STAR
ftivta- (icon 49clb
Bacon
1...."‘""••••i6. - 411.
• 111111.
'17k .-V•
• "
WORTH -MORE
'
•74
I •- 
• '
•
ISCO'
«lee
•
r . S. 4
•-
3; 41
1,1, •
6 4rIJ 
11.1.ttilr,/
3 lbs.
89c
BABY FOOD 3Cans 20c
COFFEE CLUB Can YACHT Lb. '79c
POTATOES 50 "1.1.39
Cheese Crackers and Cookies
FORAY
 PACK 12 pkg. 49c
I PIN CAKE MIX rPrrMAdv IW
LOG CABIN SYRUP 12:: 29c
41.
•
PIOUS!
`,:4094 T•Itt
1.11LY ge Jae
$1.39
BIG BROTHER
11.1,41114'nuckv",h,
19c
BIG BROTHER
QUART JAR
39c
SALAD DRESSING
a#4
• of
/
/
HOW
000,5
WITH
PRESERVES
1-1b. box 
 
33c
•
. SPLCUA-1. - RfFtifitv 01-FEK
1".Saionsok •
Napr
pie
Now! OMER THAN EVER!
Pi Mk
err'
hi,en you mail in end flaps from two CIIICKEN 4 FOR
Swanson lent Nes (1 Beef) for case
refund veal to cost of the Beef Pie
rrinisy ik1111Ph
•
Pttikri
TURKEY 91)
' BEEF
1-1
CEn
,
Y___211i4!iyo0a 5t11- 5t/n4 74-1
ALL.SWEET'e. NM.%
A C. K A G 7- A t_ E •
BUY 2-LBSI SEND IN
ROSETTIS sleOPA
FACKA020.
YOU'LL 0IT
COUPON 0000
Foal LIM
2 
•59c
WOO.
IVORY
SNOW
• SOW
sow.' •••
• •••• ••
VIM*
•
Jo)
EACH
BOX
tl
Si
•
11111•111111911119M1111t.
SUNSHINE
HI-HO
CRACKERS
1-1b. box •,
, 33c 
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1957 Chevrolets Carry Individual Beauty
1
w 40'
.5.2.• • ...,d 4 ••• • • • ..,...4:14a
I Distinctive styling sad trim treatments for two-level photo of the 9'w -Ten" sport sedan. at
Ieach of the three series of 1957 Chevrolet pas- top, and the Bel Air convertible. Bodies pluseenger ears are emphasised dramatically in this wide range in color choices total 460 for the line. , •
Se•••
, • VI Ca. a tris,wicag:
TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER
The small sawmill industry in
the Tennessee Valley has made
significant improvement in the
efficiency of its operations since
1950, John W. Lehman, chief
of TVA's Forest Utilization Sec-
tion, told the 56th annual meet-
ing of the Society of American
Foresters at Memphis yesterday
(frber 16).
Mir. Lehman praised timber
operators, equipment manufac-
turers, trade associations a n d
state forestry officials who, with
TVA, have cooperated in an
active program to bring about
this result.
Mr. Lehman said there are
245,000 forest landowners in the
Valley, and about 4,000 saw-
mills.
' *Theoretically, the landowner
controls land management prac-
tices on his property," he said,
"so heretofore practically all ef-
forts to encourage better timber
harvesting practices have been
directed toward him. But we
soon learned that theory and
practice are two different things.
In most cases the landowner
does not decide which trees are
be cut. The sawmill operator
of,timber buyer makes the se-
lection. So in practice, the saw-
mill operator may be just as
important as the landowner in
a program of watershed protec-
tion and forest development. This
realization prompted us to ex-
pand our educational . efforts to
inclert.e the saw- ill operator.
"The small circular sawmill
industry in the Valley is a sub-
qintial business. It accounts for
115out 85 per cent of the one
billion board feet of lumber
produced annually. About three-
fourths of the lumber is produced
by some 1,200 mills that produce
from 250,000 to 3 million board
feet a year. We decided in 1950
to make a study of these l,,200
mills.
"Since then we have cooper-
ated with timber indu;tries, saw-
&ill equipment manufacturers,
rfrade associations, and the state
forestry agencies to broadcast
IRIV -IN thealic,
BOXOFFICE OPENS .... 6:00
SHOW STARTS 
 
6:45
Calloway County's Year
'Round Drive-In
Last Times Tonite
Richard Widmark in
10.. .N.PNY fOlt prim*
FRI. & SAT. - 19-20
AMMO NRY! %MST DIRLS!
CINECOLORsco... ...
PLUS,
the findings of that study, and
among other things we have
staged a number of sawmill
conferences at which were dis-
cussed sawmill efficiency, lum-
ber marketing, equipment, and
general management.
"We resurveyed the mills five
years later. A comparison of the
two surveys shows that non-
productive time had decreased,
efficiency of the mills had in-
creased, but log size and quality
hadlklecreased. The trend is to-
ward more permanently located
mills, a better balance of man-
power and equipment, and im-
provement in managerial skill.
"Results of the resurvey in-
dicate that the sawmill con-
ferences have been an effective
medium for presenting informa-
tion to the operators. There is
a striking difference between
the improvements in operation
of the operators who attended
the conferences and those who
did not. The operators who at-
tended seem to recognize that
increased efficiency and improv-
ed harvesting practices will not
only benefit them econgdpically,
but will also contribute to better
future harvest. They realize that
the lower quality trees must be
removed and the quality Of the
forest improved if they are to
improve their economic status."
At the request of the U. S.
Forest Service, TVA has entered
Into a four-year reimbursable
contract to produce forest tree
seedlings for the national Soil
Bank program. The agreement
calls for 15 million southern
pine seedlings to be available in
the 1957-58 season.
TVA has reopened its Muscle
Shoals (Ala.) nursery and will
produce 14 million of the seedl-
ings there. The balance will be
produced at its Clinton, Term.,
nursery
ABOLISHES UNION ARMY
WASHINGTON fIPI — It took
a good member of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy to
finally abolish the Union Army.
Federal Judge Burnita S. Mat-
thews, a UDC member from
Hazlehurst, Miss., signed an ord-
er on Tuesday turning over to
the Smithsonian Institution the
scant remaining property of the
Grand Army of the Republic.
This included an American flag.
a Navy flag, a yellow head-
quarters banner, a number of
badges and a gavel made from
wood talinn t-prn Abraham Lin-
coln's log cabin.
- AUTO DEFENDANT
LOS ANGELES 1111 —An auto-
mobile "arrested" Tuesday will
be a defendant in a suit entitled,
"the United States versus a 1955
Buick, Riveria model." The In-
ternal Revenue Service claims
Its owner, John Henry James,
used the car to take bets
\i
Vaughn Wants
Family More
Than Band
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Karl Doenitz
Will Remain
Silent
4sedierek
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By JOSEPH B. FLEMING
UnIted Press Staff Correspondent
BE it 1.IN 'IP -- Former Adm.
Karl Doenitz, who presided -,ver
the collapse of Hitler's reich,
said on the cortpletion of his
war crimes prison sentence today
that he intends to "remain si-
lent" on politics.
Iiis statement eased allied
tears that the 65-year old one-
time heir to the title of fuehrer
might lead a new nationalist
movement of Unreconstructed
1 Nazis. 
.
Doenitz was released from thr
four-power Spandau Prison in
the British sector of Berlin at
12:04 am, after serving to the
last minute a 10-year sentence
for war crimes.
, He left behind him in the
prison four remaining top Nazi
criminals, whom hr refened to
as "my companions in mserv." '
Looking older than his years,
the former grand admiral whose
submarines were a menace to '
Atlantic shipping in the early
days of the war, maintained
his stiff military bearing.
During a brief press confe-
rence, he insisted on standing
except for one moment while
• his picture was taken.
Th f f 11 -dBy WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK UP - NBC has
coaxed Vaughn Monroe onto its
"Bandstand" show, but the man
with the muscular otnsils has re-
fused ot form an orchestra for
the occasion.
"NBC has been trying for some
time to get me to re-form my
band for that show," said Monroe
today, "but I've had enough of the
band business. Thirteen years of
it.
"I broke up the band in May.
1953, and that last year was the
biggest we ever had. So„ it had
nothing to do with monry.
"The thing was I r ver had any
time for myself at all. I have two
young daughters, but I never saw
them. We averaged over 300 one-
!lighters a year. It was like hav-
ing two families - my real one
and the 30 guys in the band.".
Monroe, scheduled to droy into
"Bandstand" the weeks of Dec.3
and 10, wlli confine his musical
chores to singing only.
"I still spend about 25 weeks a
year singing in nightclubs and '
hotels," said monroe. "II think
between that kind of occasional
singing and the TV commercials
I do for RCA Victor I lead
a pretty well-balanced life now."
Monroe, one of the first big
namei to link himself to a single
product by turning TV pitchman,
took his Victor job about two
years ago. You'll see him deliver
his commercial spiels this season
on the Saturday and Monday NBC
TV spectaculars.
"They don't want me to sell
their products on TV—they want
me to tell people about them."
Maonroe said "And then there
are a few extra things I do which
I enjoy pretty much - visiting
plants, showing up for the open-
ing of a new store.
"I go out and sing the Star
Spangled Banner, maybe at a
ribbon or get interviewed oy lo-
cal deejays. The rv commercials
arethe biggest. part of the work
though - they're fantastic. It
takes as long as four days just
to produce a one -minute film."
In his present job as a pitch-
man, Mmroe has traveler", to
spcTili as scattered as Atlanta,
Seattle, Montreal, Los Angeles
and Louis%:11e.
"But the pace is unhurried,
nothing like the old band days,"
said Monmoe. "Actually, I only
wotk about eighi months out of
12 now. For the first time in my
life, I'm getting a chance to
wptch my own daughters grow
up."
e news con erence o owc
charges by the • newsmen that
police' prevented them from
covering the actual release of
Doenitz.
T h e Foreign Correspondents
Assn. in Berlin was drawing
up a formal protest against the
fact that police charged news-
men with clubs, smashed cameras
and prevented cars from follow-
ing Doenitz from the prison.
But Doenitz was affable at
the news conference he held
later. He looked tired, but gen-
erally fit.
Newsmen plied hits; with poli-
tical questions. But his only
reply was: "I am silent and
I shall remain silent."
He and his wife then flew
to Dusseldorf for a rest at the
home of u.s attorney
In a genera' statement, Doe-
nitz reminded the newsmen that
for 111/2 years — the time he
wan An allied hands — he had
been "isolated."
"Therefore I am not in any
position to pass any judgment
or have any opinions," he said.
"My only task is to be silent.
I must feel my way back into
the world."
Read The Classified)
At Slaying Scene
HANDCUFFED Walter G. Bor-
chers, 45, millionaire sportsman
and broker, held in connection
with the fatal shooting of Mrs.
Mary McCully, 29, his secretary,
I.. led to the scene of the crime
near the Ftee Bowl, Pasadena,
Calif. Borchers, according to the
police, said that Mrs. McCully,
a widow, took a gun from the
glove compartment of his car
and threatened to kill herself,
but he wrested the weapon from
her. Borchers protested repeat-
edly that the shooting was an
accident. (international)
Bel Air Coupe Mirrors New Styling IIMPP
Longer, lower 'in motion" emphasis on design
of Chevrolet's three series of pss.eager cars for
1957 is evWeat in this view .1 the new Bel Air
sport coupe. Along with the exciting exterior and
Interior styling. • higher performance peak and
marked mechanical advances are simmer feeteres.1
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SMOKED
ICNICS
• TENDER
• SMOKY
• SWEET FLAVOR
4 to 8 Lb.
Average
27
 
lb
Ground Beef 3 lbs. MOO
LARGE BOLOGNA---lb. 35e
twocler
0 r • P • L'.
WHOLE FRESH
FISH STICKSiooz Pkg 35c FRYERS lb. 3
CALIFORNIA
PASCAL CELERY JUMBOSTALKS 19c
New Crop - 250 Size 
U.S. No. 1 Louisiana
Florida
 Oranges
 doz. 45(
 Golden Yams
Fine Quality White
Potatoes
lb. 10c
Golden Delicious
50 lb. bag $1.19 Apples 4 lbs. 3!
AVONDALE — Plain or Self
-Rising
UR 25 lb
 BAG
 
$1.49
Sliced or Halves No. 2 4 can
AVONDALE PEACHES 25e
Great
NORTHERN BEANS
 . . . . 5 lb. bag 59c
Heinz or Gerbers Strained
BABY FOOD 5 jars 49c
Chief Brand
OLEO 
 2 lb. 35c
Good Quality 303 cans
GREEN BEANS
 10e
Sunshine 7-oz. pkg.
HYDROX COOKIES 
 25c
New "Golden Glo"
NABISCO SALTINES . lb. pkg. 27c
Plain or Self-Rising
KROGER FLOUR. . . 25
 lb. bag $1.79
Gold Medal - Pillsbury
FLOUR
 25 lb. bag $1.99
Kroger - 23-oz. cans
PORK & BEANS
 2 cans 35c
Kroger
PUDDINGS
 4 pkgs. 29c
Cook In 7 Minutes
KRAFT DINNER 
 2 pkgs. 19c
Horseradish or Plain 6-oz. jar
KRAFT MUSTARD
 10e
Pillsbury,
 or
BALLARD BISCUITS . . . . 2 cans 25c
WIN $10,00000 IN PRIZES
IN KROGER'S "CARAVAN SWEEPSTAKES"
OVER 100 VALUABLE PRIZES! This is a local contest, all prize winners in this
area.
ENTER NOW! ENTER OFTEN!
GET DETAILS AND FREE ENTRY BLANKS AT KROGER
,446=411
44
•
•
•
43.
1.
711
5 RCA Whirlpool
"Imperial" Automatic
WASHERS
„
20 WEAREVER 4-Pe.
HALLITE COOKWARE
HERE'S ALL YOU DO
5 Setchel•Carson
21" TV SETS
5 ENCYCLOPEDIA
Americana 30 Volume Sets
15 PROTO TOOL
1. Use the entry blank below or pick up a free entry 'blank at yourKroger Store. Just fill in completely and clearly. That's all—no
statement to write, nothing to buy.
2. Deposit entry blank (or reasonable facsimile) in box at anyKroger Store in this area before store closing time, November 3rd,or mall your entry to the Kroger Store Co., P.O. Box 271, Carbon-dale, Illinois. In case of mailing entry, it must be postmarked nolater than midnight. November 3rd, 1956.
3. Employees of the Kroger Co., their immediate families and chit-drerrlinder 16 are not eligible to participate. This promotion sub-ject to Federal, State and local regulations.
4. Winners will be chosen on the basis of a blindfold drawing by
name. Selections will be final. The winners will be notified by mail.5. This event restricted to persons living in this area covered bythe Carbondale Branch of the Kroger Co.
20 West Bend
Electric / •
AUTOMATIC
SKILLETS
5 Johnson
71 h.p.
OUTBOARD
MOTORS
I.
5 TAPPAN RANGES
"Meadow Brook" Model
"ADDA• UNIT" SETS
ENTRY BLANK
KROGER
CARAVAN SWEEPSTAKES
Name  
Adoress
City
State
NEWI SNACK• CRACKER
ZIPS
Kroger Baked. Delicious
with cheese, cold cuts,
spreads
lb 33c
LAWNDALE
Cheese Food
2 lbs. 59e
SEE
"Highway Patro
KFVS-TV Channel 12
9:00 p.m. Thursday
Starkist 4 can
TUNA 
 29c
Lay's Twin Pack 11-oz.
Potato Chips . . 69c
5ealtest
ICE CREAM
Vs-gal. 79c
-
-
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10 Years Ago This Week
Lodger and Times File
Joe P. James, son of Mr. and Mrs. Aubry James, Route
1, Kirksey. Ky., has been promoted to the rank of Tech-
nician Fourth Signal Ouerations Battalion, a part of Gen-
eral Mark W. Clark a United States Forces in Austria.
Students and Alumni of Murray State will celebrate
their home conritur -wth a series of festivities hese Nov. 9.
The Alumni Association. headed by President W. Z.
Carter, pluns to add to the occasion with a reun;on of all
the graduates of Murray.
The body of Miss Mettle Wilson was Lrought to the
home of her son Mason Wilson and family Sunday night
from Florida and funeral services were held at Mt. Plea-
sant Monday afternoon.
Dorris and Pat Clark spent-the week-end in Chicago,
UL with their brother, Fred Clark and Mrs. Clark. Car-
loti Jones of Murray accompanied them. Little Miss Carrol
Clark returned home with them for a visit with her grand-
.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. St 0. Clark of Murray and Mrs.
Pearl Jones of Lynngrove.
Of lnterest to many friehds is the announcement of the
double wedding Saturday afternoon. Oct. 12, of Miss
Freda Mae Dunn to Hassel Kuykendall. and Miss Weil-
Freda Mae Dunn to Hassel Kaykendall. and Miss Weli,
were read by the Rev. M. M. Hampton at his-home.
•
Oklahoma
Benches
Top Team
By CARTER W. IIRACILER
United Press Sports Writer
NORMAN. Okla. UP - The
those unbeaten, untied, unscored
upon. and still unextended Okla-
hems sooners.
' It wasn't simply that they
swamped a well-rated Texas team
:ail Saturday, 45-0 because they
• were strong favorites. It was he-
cause Wilkinson's warriors were
, phase of the 'game.
-to -perfeettcar in- -
8 to 10 fot -.eater on live bait. 1 •
Fishing face lugs early and late aswhdle bass, contiat e to take sur- Conseryalion
ell as Spot:410.1gs during the am,Report 
'ffeaulations
Water: 64 Onflreeff — Clear —
Normal Level
Remarks: A lot of fisheriren
have passed up some vera fine
tedium this past week. Fishing
of all Made continues to pick
up. Crappie are betas taien .in
_
Tkey stopped the Longhorns
like four-strand barbed wire
fence whenever they had the
way things are gulag. his first- ball. Teases could not penetrate
stringers may have trouble wiaaA beyeeiA,_ the Oklahoma 24. The
ning their varsity letters because scone intercepted five passesthey're on the bench most or the and recovered two lunbles. They
Time. . pi:ed up 369 yards rushing end
And he says he won't really i another 133 by passing. They!
know how great a football team
he has until 'we're behind by one
touchdown in the final quarter."
That may never happen be-
cause his helmeted legions over-
power every team they face.
He's the United Press Coach of
the Week. Bud Wilkinson of
TO .SAVE MONEY
On Tear Plumbing
Elroy Sykes
PLUMBING CO
THE DESTRUCTIVE TERM/TE
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
--Licensed and Insured—
Sam Kelley
Pim.. sal
Kelly's Pest
Control
rushing rushed Texas kicker so I
agghessively the longhorns had!
a punting average of only 23.8 i
yards whereas Oklahoma. which ;
had to kick only twice, had a
55-yard booting average.
The Sooners have dominated
the Big Seven Corde-ence so
completely that every game with
a league team becomes a breathe-
and should. any of them defeat
Okinanii•--il would rank automa-
tically as the upset of the year.
In fact. Oklahoma. whitch has tied
a collegiate cor.sermuve •game
winning streak with 33 in a row,
probably will breeze to another
perfect record season since the
only 'tear left that figures to
. be troublesome is No.ie Dame
and tne Irish are sub-par this
year.
)SHELLFUEL
Jed* OK
Ky. Lake Oil
Company
Phone 152
Fuel Tanks Available
- i
;41
.'
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Mu ray
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Mile North on Benton
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....ND& DARNELL nimer !ooh-
ed 'ovelier than an her r,-oe Of
a f,ontier lady in A. '').;'A
INCiOCNT.- with Da'e Rooe -:
scn whice w.'I Way .•-th
L m141 E of the Island.- with
Tvorne Drs;sr:3. koward Duff
Lacha-'y Scot! as a c Duble
tea' e tr e Tr.eati-e
Fr,day are Sa.uillav. its U e
biggest douole to ever
be otter•d to PAu..ay's mc‘ai
fans, two top westerns in
w:th seven top 'stars.
•
411ep. .Wu 'Wald have far were
individual catehec report- but
that takes more fishermen than
1.we have had (h.. cceek.
Individual C•tchaa
hicipkinsville. Ky.: Or. .1 T.
;Walker and party, 20 Crappie
live minnow and 24 Striper sal
apoenplug.
Buchanan Bros: 5 1..M. Base
In 2 hours on Bombers.
Luther Cowherd and party
catch of stripes for all
.nembers.
Paducah. Ky: John Hugg and
[ROY en Crappie, live minnow
8 to 10 ft. water. •
Villa Illinois: C. J. Ran.'
nem*, 30 Crappie,. Live minnow
to 10 it water.
Cape Gire-sleae. No: &II
lt; L.fi. Bass. two morn-
ings en Muir Popper.
Best Newt This %Vaael Is tho
announcement of the fact that
blr. Azidisiw Buchamut .of Hern-
don. Kentucky, who ler set eras
years has fished exttluravely from
One Stop, is the winner o' the
Kentucky Afield Pshing Contest
sponsored by the Kentteeky Dept.
of Fish end, Wildlife Resources,
Mr. Buchanan wan w:th a 7 lb
9 or large mouth taken on is
Bomber Thij was not .1...r largest
bass. entereci but was the largeilI 
on an artificial. Has prize which
wrs pr-_-sented over LouisvIile TV
Satlire.ay Night 10/13 as made
lup of ki !O HP Evinrude M•sior
;at 14 ft. Richltne Boa. and a
Itsisclaw Trailer.
These Prices Ar
Are Listed
The conservation reserve por-
tion of the national Soil Bank
program will average about $10
a year per acre for Kentucky
farmers participating, says the
Agpcultural Extension
Sera- ice economies section.
'The aetual rate of payment
per acre In the state runs from
$8 tc $12, says Bud l Lanpher,
economist. Peyments vary be-
tween eounties according to pro-
ductivity of the land.
Deadline I"or the le57 program
is March 15, If37.
A Sail Bank baae most be
estaibliahed on the farm before
land ra.ty be entered in the
Conservation rerpea-ve. All soil-
Uepteling crops in general will
or used to determine this Soil
Bank base. In Kentucky, such
e.ops arc corn; small grains
used for. pasture, hay or grain
product!od; tobacco; soybeans;
commercial vegetables; and sor-
ghum (Small grains include
wheat, bane.,, rye am'. oats.)
Conservation reserve practices
include grass and legume seed-
ings; -p aid construction; and tree
PiariTatir.nnges will be paid up to
all per cent of the average cost
of seeding grass and legUmes,
i.e., eosts of - seed, fertilizer and
actual seeding work. For ponds.
payments also awill be up to
ao per cent of the actual Costs,
if cejtain pond
-budding specifi-
cations are met. For trees, up
to 8(1 per cent of the cost of
establishing trees will be paid
If land proposed for grails-
and-legume conservation reserve
&ready haa a satisfactory grass
cover the farmer can choose a
3 or 5 year period for keeping
the land in reserve.
• If grass and legume cover
must e established, he will be
required to leave it in the
program either tot 5 or for 10
years.
Tree land must stay in :he
conservation reserve for either
10 or IS years.
There are certain restrictions
on land put into the conser-
vation reserve. For instance, the
farmer must control noxious
weeds; he cannot harvest any
crops from the land, nor pasture
it at all; must comply With
acreage allotment.; istich as to-
lateco, corn or wheat); maintain
a satisfactory cover ler erosion
control; harvest timber only by
approved forestry management
practices; not cut Christmas tree,
greenery or ornamentals; and
not u s e conservation reserve
ponds' water except for piping
to land on his farm which is
not in the conservation reserve
program. Then, the water may
be used only for livestock pur-
poses.
Good Throu
Midwest CR.: AM
TOMATO CATSUPBRooKs 19:
KRAFTS - 8-oz. jar
FRENCH
 
DRESSING 19c
PECAN
 
SANDIES 'Pig) 39c
"'ON MILK  3 TC:, *ic
TONY DOG FOOD 3 For 25c
With For
Bottle; quo
ARMOUR STAR
Mt 1
,..„Bacon
1 9 c
..1=••••0010•1•••••
9,cb
WORTH:r1ORE
Bacon
 ;b. 35C
3 lbs.
89c
•
•
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THOUGHTS IN SAME CANAL?
Trig WORDS may be 'tinging ilhot and loud in the UN Security
Council aessiorrie ;slew "Jerk, but you'd never guess It from thre
corridor scene. Ills
 
laug_her is Syria's Rank Asha, and the smiler
in India's Kriiffted Men8n!-They'seem to be in agreement about
something, although it may not be Sue; which the council
is discussing. (International)
Yst GALLON
PORK & BEANSZIp2 Cans 29c
BABY FOOD
 .3 Cam 29c
COFFEE YACHT ICLUB C-ban '79c
POTATOES 50 "a. '1.39
Cheese Crackers and Cookies
FAMIAITACK 12 pts.49c
POI CAKEMIX ZAILA 19c
LOG CABIN SYRUP 12Zrz 29c
1
59c
1.arire
$1.39
.1•110, •••••
BIG BROTHER
4
' I) Pk,,
19'
BIG BROTHER
QUART JAR
39c
SALAD DRESSING
ad
WITH
PRESERVES
1-1b. box 
 
33c
I. lien you mail in end flaps trom two
Swanson Beef) for mit
•efund equal to cost of the Beef Pie s
CHICKEN
BEEF
TURKEY
4 rOR
99c
ALLSWE.ET'S et rt. w
PACKAGF 1 L •
BUY 2-LBSI SIND ita
ROSETTES PROM
PACKAGES.
YOU'LL SET
COUPON S000
,OR. Las.
Pal
2 59c
sm... • „•.• YIP
••••...
.1•••
EACH
29c-'44.
BOX
SUNSHINE
HI-HO
CRACKERS
1-lb. box
31c
*OM
e
Haiti 
•-• A:Tr J01- \SON 'S
GROCEnY ftvrit rxt Isr"- vr 5c4"
-•••• ett•eliker *is; Se
PRivieg r
FAWN': _
p
.6
•
••
•
•
4
4
•
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OMEN- 1957 Chevrolets Carry Individual Beauty
Distinctive styling a tri fer photo f e Tee sport sedan, ateach of the three series of 1957 Chevrolet psi- rtop, sadI the Bel Air convertible. Bodies plus
nd m treatments ite-WO o th VIM-
senger cars are emphasized dramatically in this wide range in color choices total 460 for the line. ,
6
TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER
The small sawmill industry in
the Tennessee Valley has made
significant improvement in the
efficiency of its operations since
1950, John W. Lehman, chief
of TVA's Forest Utilization Sec-
tion, told the 56th annual meet-ing of the Society of American
Foresters at Memphis yesterday(91;b-ber 16).
Mir. Lehman praised timber
operators, equipment manufac-
turers, trade associations a n d
state forestry officials who, with
TVA, have cooperated in an
active program to bring about
this result.
Mr. Lehman said there are
245.000 forest landowners in the
Valley, and about 4.000 saw-
mills.
' *Theoretically, the landowner
controls land management prac-
tices on his property," he said,
"so heretofore practically all ef-
forts to encourage better timber
harvesting practices have been
directed toward him. But we
soon learned that theory and
practice are two /different things.
In most cases the landowner
does not decide which trees are
t2 be cut. The sawmill operator
or timber buyer makes the se-
lection. So in practice, the saw-
mill operator may be just as
important as the landowner in
a program of watershed protec-
tion and forest development. This
realization prompted us to ex-
pand our educational efrorts to
incloile the operator.
"The small circular sawmill
industry in the Valley is a sub-
lkintial business. It accounts for
di6out 85 per cent of the one
billion board feet of lumber
produced annually. About three-
fourths of the lumber is produced
by some 1,200 mills that produce
from 250,000 to 3 million board
feet a year. We decided in 1950
to make a study of these 4200
mills.
"Since then we have cooper-
ated with timber industries, saw-
.011 equipment manufacturers,
fade associations, and the state
forestry agencies to broadcast
BOXOFFICE OPENS  6:00
SHOW STARTS 
 
6:45
• Calloway County's Year
'Round Drive-In
Last, Times Tonite
Richard Widmark in
XOFF Cf. ,ixtf FOX
tgWater
'CipmialudtcoPE
FRI. & SAT. - 19-20
,h1AKAVI1( My! %MST MASI
PLUS,
WIDMARK
,f01
PETERS 7
r V
RITTER
,
(*SOWN
Sinour
•
ey.
the findings of that study, and
among other things we have
staged a number of sawmill
conferences at which were dis-
cussed sawmill efficiency, lum-
ber marketing, equipment, and
general management.
"We resurveyed the mills five
years later. A comparison of the
two surveys shows that non-
product:ye time had decreased,
efficiency of the mills had in-
creased, but log size and quality
had decreased. The trend is to-
ward more permanently located
mills, a better balance of man-
power and equipment, and im-
provement in managerial skill.
"Results of the -resurvey in-
dicate that the sawmill con-
ferences have been an effective
medium for presenting informa-
tion to the operators. There is
a striking difference between
the improvements in operation
of the operators who attended
the conferences and those who
did not. The operators who at-
tended seem to recognize that
increased efficiency and improv-
ed harvesting practices will not
only benefit them economically,
but will also contribute to better
future harvest. They realize that
the lower quality trees must be
removed and the quality Of the
forest improved if they are to
improve their economic status."
At the request of the U. S.
Forest Service, TVA has entered
into a four-year reimbursable
contract to produce forest tree
seedlings for the national Soil
Bank program. The agreement
calls for 15 million southern
pine seedlings to be available in
the 1957-58 season.
TVA has reopened its Muscle
Shoals (Ala.) nursery and will
produce 14 million of the seedl-
ings there. The balance will be
produced at its Clinton, Tenn.,
nursery
ABOLISHES UNION ARMY
WASHINGTON — It took
a good member of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy to
finally abolish the Union Army.
Federal Judge Burnita S. Mat-
thews, a UDC member from
Hazlehurst, Miss., signed an ord-
er on Tuesday turning over to
the Smithsonian Institution the
scant remaining property of the
Grand Army of the Republic.
This included an American flag,
a Navy flag, a yellow head-
quarters banner, a number of
badges and a gavel made from
wood tak'n 4--im Abraham Lin-
coln's log cabin.
- AUTO DEFENDANT
LOS ANGELES (1? —An auto-
mobile "arrested" Tuesday will
be a defendant in a suit entitled,
"the United States versus a 1955
Buick, Riveria model." The In-
ternal Revenue Service claims
its owner, John Henry James,
used the car to take bets.
Vaughn Wants
Family More
Than Band
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK UP - NBC has
coaxed Vaughn Monroe onto its
"Bandstand" show, but the man
with the muscular otnsils has re-
fused ot form an orchestra for
the occasion.
"NBC has been trying for some
time to get me to re-form my
band for that show," said Monroe
today, "but I've had enough of the
band business. Thirteen years of
it.
"I broke up the band in May,
1953, and thlat last year was the
biggest we ever had. So,, it had
nothing to do with money.
"The thing was I r wer had any
time for myself at all. I have two
young daughters, but I never saw
them. We averaged—over 300 one-
fighters a year. It was like hav-
ing two families - my real one
and the 30 guys in the band." .
Monroe, scheduled to droy into
"Bandstand" the weeks of Dec.3
and 10, wIli confine his musical
chores to singing only.
"I still spend about 25 weeks a
year singing in nightclubs and!
hotels," said monroe. "II think !
between that kind of occasional
singing and the TV commercials
I do for RCA Victor I lead
a pretty well-balanced life now."
Monroe, one of the first big
name i to link himself to a single
product by turning TV pitchman,
took his Victor job about two
years ago. You'll see him deliver
his commercial spiels this season
on the Saturday and Monday NBC
TV spectaculars.
"They don't want me to sell
their products on TV—they want
me to tell people about them,"
Maonroe said "And then there
are a few extra things I do which
I enjoy pretty much - visiting
plants, showing up for the open-
ing of a new store.
"I go out and sing the Star
Spangled Banner, maybe at a
ribbon or get interviewed oy lo-
cal deejays. The TV commercials
arethe biggest: part of the work
though - they're fantastic. It
takes as long as four days just
to produce a one -minute film."
In his present job as a pitch-
man. Minroe has traveled to
spots as scattered as Atlanta,
Seattle, Montreal, Los Angeles
and Louln.:11e.
"But the pace is unhurried,
nothing like the old band dap,"
said Monrnoe. "Actually, I only
w(rk about eighi months out of
12 now. For the first time in my
life, I'm getting a chance to
watch my own daughters grow
up."
Karl Doenitz
Will Remain
Silent
By JOSEPH B. FLEMING
United Press Staff Correspondent
BERLIN +1.P — Former Adm.
Karl Doenitz, who presided wer
he collapse of Hitler's reich,
said on the completion of his
war crimes prison sentence today
that he intends to "remain si-
lent" on politics.
.fis statement eased allied
tears that the 85-year old one-
time heir to the title of fuehrer
might -1,4111----14--View nationalist
movement, of unreconstructed
Nazis.
Doenitz was released from the
four-power Spandau Prison in
the British sector of Berlin at
12:04 a.m, after serving to the
last minute a 10-year sentence
for war crimes.
He left behind him in the
prison four remaining top Nazi
criminals, whom he refer.ed to
as "my companions in msery."
Looking older than his years,
the former grand admiral whose
submarines were a menace to
Atlantic shipping in the early
days of the war, maintained
his stiff military bearing.
During a brief press confe-
rence, he insisted on standing
except for one moment while
his picture was taken.
The news conference followed
charges by the newsmen that
police' prevented them from
covering the actual release 'of
Doenitz.
T h e Foreign Correspondents
Assn. in Berlin was drawing
up a formal protest against the
fact that police charged news-
men with clubs, smashed cameras
and prevented cars from follow-
ing Doenitz from the prison.
But Doenitz was affable at
the news conference he held
later. He looked tired, but gen-
erally fit.
Newsmen plied him with poll-
tat questions. But his only
reply—was: "I am silent and
I shall remain silent."
He and his wife then flew
to Dusseldorf for a rest at the
home of his attorney
In a genera' statement, Doe-
nitz reminded the newsmen that
for 111/2 years — the time he
,was in allied hands — he had
been "isolated."
"Therefore I am not in any
position to pass any judgment
or have any opinions," he said.
"My only task is to be silent.
I must feel my way back into
the world."
—
Read The Classified
_ .
At Slaying Scene
HANDCUFFED Walter G. Bor-
chers, 45, millionaire sportsman
and broker, held in connection
with the fatal shooting of Mn.
Mary McCully, 29, his secretary,
Is led to the scene of the crime
near the Itr'e Bowl, Pasadena,
Calif. Borchers, according to the
police, said that Mrs. McCully,
a widow, took a gun from the
glove compartment of his car
and threatened to kill herself,
I but he wrested the weapon from
her. Borchers protested repeat-
edly that the shooting was an
accident (International)
Be! Air Coupe Mirrors New Styling ler
Longer, lower "in IIIIotioa" emphasis on design
of Chevrolet's three series of r cars for1651 is evident in this view ot the new Bel Air
sport coupe. Along with the exciting exterior and
Interior styling. • islesar performance peak and
marked mechanical eimie are aim" feataremi
_
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SMOKED
PICNICS
• TENDER
• SMOKY
• SWEET FLAVOR_
4 to 8 Lb.
Average
27
 
lb
Ground Beef Ilia MOO
LARGE BOLOGNA---lb. 35e
WHOLE FRESH
FISH STICKSiooz Pkg 35c FRYERS lb. 3
CALIFORNIA
PASCAL CELERY JUMBOSTALKS 19c
New Crop - 250 Size U.S. No. 1 Louisiana
Florida
 Oranges
 doz. 45c
 Golden Yams
Fine Quality White
Potatoes
lb. 10c
Golden Delicious
50 lb. bag $1.19 Apples 4 lbs. 39c
AVONDALE — Plain or Self-Rising
UR
Aland or Halves
AVONDALE PEACHES 
Great
NORTHERN BEANS 
 
Heinz or Gerbers Strained
BABY FOOD 
Chief Brand
OLEO
25 lb. BAG 
.49
No. 2%2 can
 25t
5 lb. bag 59c
5 jars 49c
2 lb. 35c
Good Quality
GREEN BEANS 
 10c
Sunshine 7-oz. pkg.
HYDROX COOKIES 
 25c
New "Golden Glo"
NABISCO SALTINES . lb. pkg. 27c
Plain or Self-Rising
KROGER FLOUR
 . . . . 25 lb. bag $1.79
Gold Medal - Pillsbury
FLOUR
 25 lb. bag $1.99
Kroger. 23-oz. cans
PORK & BEANS 
 2 cans 35c
Kroger
PUDDINGS 
 4 pkgs. 29c
303 cans Cook In 7 Minutes
KRAFT DINNER 2 pkgs. 19c
Horseradish or Plain 6-oz. jar
KRAFT MUSTARD 
 
10c
Pillsbury or
BALLARD BISCUITS .... 2 cans 25c
WIN $10,00000 IN PRIZES
IN KROGER'S "CARAVAN SWEEPSTAKES"
OVER 100 VALUABLE PRIZES! This is a local contest, all prize winners in this
area.
ENTER NOW! ENTER OFTEN!
GET DETAILS AND FREE ENTRY BLANKS AT KROGER
5 RCA Whirlpool
"traperisi" Automatic
WASHERS
20 WEAREVER 4-Pc.
HALLITE COOKWARE
HERE'S ALL YOU DO
20 West Band
Electric
AUTOMATIC
SKILLETS
5 Setchel-Carson
21" TV SETS
5 ENCYCLOPEDIA
Ameriearia 30 Volume Sets
15 PROTO TOOL "ADDA-
5 Johnson
71 h.p.
OUTBOARD
MOTORS
1. Use the entry blank below or pick up a free entry 'blank at yourKroger Store. Just fill in completely and clearly. That's all—nostatement to write, nothing to buy.
2. Deposit entry blank (or reasonable facsimile) in box at anyKroger Store in this area before store closing time, November 3rd,or mail your entry to the Kroger Store Co., P.O. Box 271, Carbon-dale. Illinois. In case of mailing entry, it must be postmarked nolater than midnight, November 3rd, 1956.
3. Employees of the Kroger Co., their immediate families and chil-dren under 16 are not eligible to participate. This promotion sub-ject to Federal, State and local regulations.
4. Winners will be chosen on the basis of a blindfold drawing by
name. Selections will be final. The winners will be notified by maii.5. This event restricted to persons living in this area covered bythe Carbondale Branch of the Kroger Co.
6 TAPPAN RANGES
"Meadow Brook" Model
UNIT" SETS
ENTRY .BLANK
KROGER
CARAVAN SWEEPSTAKES
Name
Address
City
State
NEW SNACK• CRACKER
ZIPS
Kroger Baked. Delicious
with cheese, cold cuts,
spreads
lb 33c
LAWNDALE
Cheese Food
2 lbs. 59e
SEE
l'Highway Patrol"
,KFVS-TV Channel 12
9:00 p.m. Thursday
kist Si can
TUNA 
 29c
Lay's Twin Pack 11-oz.
Potato Chips . . 69c
iealtest
ICE CREAM
Vs-gal. 79c
-•••,
•
1.•
_
•
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•
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•
M
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the Girl Scout float, and drill
the color guard for Calloway
County Day.
The Girl Scout Color Guard,
composed et Scouts Mary Wells
Overby, I.> unette Lassiter, Diane
Wooden, Sylvia Clack, Carol
Quertermous, Sandra Fair, Fe-
licity Hallanan, Patsy Bailey,
Linda Warns, Marilyn Robinlion„
and Suzanne Moyer led t h (11
Calloway County Day parade.
Friday Mrs. Arlo Sprunger and
Mrs. Jessie Fay Young took
their 5th Grade troop on a
hike to Soapstone Bluffs.
Women's Page
Jo Burkeen, Editor. . . Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
Club News
Woddingz
Activitiod
Locals 1 Mr., Mrs. WisehartHonored At Party Big PeopleOn Anniversary w •
flirs. Howard ()lila
Presents Program
.41 11'esleyan Meet
The meeting of the Wesleyan
Circle of the Woman's Society
of Christian Service of the First
Methodist Church was held on
Thursday. October 11, at seven-
thirty o'clock in the evening at
the educational building.
Mrs. Howard Olila presented
the very interesting and enter-
taining program -on the theme,
"Pioneer Methodists Were Sing-
ing People." Mrs. Okla sang
solos and gave comments on the
various songs and also led the
group in singing the more fami-
liar hymns. A special feature
was the solo hy Mrs. Oldis-ot the
original song written by h e r
Sather, Rev, Meth--
Mrs. Jack Winter accompanied
Mrs. Olila on the piano.
The program leader for the
evening. Mrs.' Gordon Moody.
introduced the speaker and gave
the devotion. The opening - pray-
er was led by Mrs. Bobbie Gro-
gan.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses who were Mrs.
John T. 'ream Mrs. Jim Ed Diu- Mr. 'aid Mrs. Charles Nesbitt
guid. and Mrs. James Lassiter. announce the marriage of their
A new member was Mrs. .Harold daughter. Dorothy Lee, to Billy
Douglass. Higginbotham of Color ado
• • • • Springs. Colo.. son of Mr. and
Business Guild Of Mrs. Joseph L. Higginbotham ofMcCurtain. Oklahoma.
CWF Holds Meeting • The wedding took place in the
The Business Guild of t h e
Christian Women's Fellowship of
the First Christian Church held
i.s regular meeting at the eouca-
tional building on Wednesday,,
October 10. at seven - thirty
o'clock in the evening. -
Rev. Howard Nichols. pastor
of the church, presented the in-
spirational program for the
evening.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk. The chair-
man, Iiirs.---Louise Jellison. pre-
sided at the meeting.
During the social hour Mrs.
Jellison served refreshmeres to
the twenty persons present
Social Colander
Thursday, October la
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at two-thirty
o'clock.
The Business and Professional
Women's Club of Murray is
sponsoring a benefit card party
at the Woman's Club House at
eight o'clock. Tickets are .50e
each. Proceeds will go to the
underpriviledged children in
Murray and Calloway County.
Everyone is invited.
• • • •
The' Women's Assofiation of
the College  Presbyterian Chards
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Jack Belote. Mrs. Edwin Larson
will br in charge of the progilm.
Miss Nesbitt And
Billy Higginbotham
Married In Chapel
United States Army Hospital t
Chapel. Fort Carson. Colorado.
on Saturday. September 29. at
nine o'clock in the morning with.
Lt. Col. Edwin Norton. hospital
chaplain, performing the cere-
mony.
Miss Ruby Mortines and Sgt.
William Youngblood were t h e
attendants.
The bride is a graduate of
Hazel High School and of the
St. Elizabeth Hospital School of
Nursing, Dayton, Ohio. She is
atvpresent employed at the U.S.
Army Hospital. Ft. Carson. Colo.
Sfc. Higginbotham is . in t h e
Army stationed at Ft. Carson.
$35.00
panel program.
No discussion is necessary When it
cones to this dress. Everything about it
is a smart EtLtement —the 'cavalry
twill fabric, the satin-lined stand-away
collar, the fluid back-pane!.
17
The
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 Shop
Engagement , Announced
Miss Anita Dale Rowland
Pat Rowland announces the engagement of his 'young-
est daughter. Anita Dale, to Paul Roy Mansfield, son of
Mrs. Noah Mansfield of Hickman and. the late Mr. Mans-
field.
The bride-elect, is graduate of Murray High School
and attended Murray State College. M`r. Mansfield was
graduated from Hickman High School and is emplo3red
by the U.S. Civil Engineers.
The weddin_g will be an  event of Saturday,)November
24. 
• -
Mrs. Wells Purdom
SPeakfr At Meeting
Of—DA-R--Chapter----
I "Colonial Williamsburg, its re-storation made possible by JohnD. Rockfellow at a great price
that the future may learn from
the past". was interestingly told
by the speaker, Hrs. Wells Pur-
dont at. Me-meeting—of .
•
—
lain Wendell OM'S chapter of
the Dinighters of the American
Revolution held on 'Saturday,
Personals)
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Farmer
LaBelle. 'Apartments. are
parents of a son, Tracy Brooks,
weighing eight pounds, born on
Monday, October 15, at the Mur-
ray Hospital. Mrs. Orr is the
former Terry Lee Tracy, daugh-
ter _of Mr. and  Mrs.AlberiTracy.
and Mr. Orr is the son of Mrs.
Edwin Cain.
Orr,
the
October 13, at two-thirty o'clock Mr. and Mrs. August Wilsonin the afternoon. were the recent guests of their
At the conclusion of her talk son and family. 'Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Purdom showed slides of Jay Wilson and children ofthis world famous Place in all Louisville. While there the ladiesits elegance and charm. T h e attended the Billy Graharb re-
speaker, so representative of
southern hospitality, had the
perfect setting for her talk at
the home of Mrs. E. J. Beale
oh the Coldwater Road. after spending ten days with his
• The regent, Mrs. Leon Grogan, wife, Mrs. Billie B. Carroll, and
'presided and led in the salute relatives.
to the flag followed by prayer
by Mrs. D. F. McConnell. The
minutes were read by Mrs. John
P. Mitchell, secretary pro-tern.
During the business session
the regent in the absence of the
natiohal defense chairman, Mrs.
W. P. Roberts, gave the DAR
stand as _opposing any form of
world government.
It was announced' That t h e
Murray chapter will-be one of
the two chapters to entertain
the first and second district
 ososaion -at- Gilbertevilie.- -The
junior membership chairman will
be Mrs. John P. Mitchell, ap-
pointed by the regent.
The hostesses, Mrs. Beale and
Mrs. P. A. Hart, asisted by MM.
D. F. McConnell, served a des-
sert course to the members- and
I the follewing guests: Mrs.• M. D.
!Holton, Mrs. J. H. Coleman, andMrs. Kelly Dick of Paris, Tann.
• • • •
i THE CAT IS A BIG ONE .1.4..'. 
carry sensitive instruments which
con be tracked from the ground
by optical and radio devices'.
It will circle the earth approxi-
mately every 90 minutes for a
period of several days when
launched.
The Navy's new 1'8U Crusader
may be the solution to a super-
sonic jet plane capable of land-
ing at a safe speed. The Crusad-
ter his a top speed iw level
fltght of 1,320 m.p.h.. but a
radical wing design makes it
(Possible to slow down to 115m.p.h. for carrier landings.
A miniature weather station
has been developed for the Navy
which will make weather read-
ings at sea very easy even dur-
ing the roughest conditions. When
held at .araiis—.1eagth the ele-
ments of the set measure surface
atmospheric pressure, tempera-
tuze, humidity, wind speed and
direction. A lever locks the read-
ings in place for subsequen•
• recording in a sheltered area.
•
sr
e••••49.1 •
viva 1.
• • . •
Pvt Hugh T. Carroll has re-
turned to Fort Chaffee, Arkansas,
• • 0 *
Navy divers can now explore
the briny deep on a submarine
sled which can be controlled
with one hand The diver can
dive, surface, turn and roll, and
camera equipment can be lashed
to the sled for . underwater use
by the diver.
; Mr. and Mrs. Nollie J. Wise-
hart of Highland Park, Mich.,
were honored with a surprise
party on their twenty-fifth wed-
ding anniversary on Saturday,
October 8, at eight o'clock in
the evening at the home of Mr.
land Mrs. Marvfn Higgins of De-
troit, Mich.
After the opening of the gifts,
-efreshments were served. Many
lovely gifts were presented the
group including mostly silver in
keeping with the occasion.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Copeland, Cleo
Foley, Miss Wanda Wisehart,
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Alton, Mr.
and Mrs. Edd Alton, Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Mahoey, Mrs. Myrtle
Montalne and sun, Arthur, Mr.
and Mrs. Grant Rose, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
Phil Felton. Mrs. Myrtle Frank°,
Mr. and Mrs. Quinn Slay, Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Higgins and
daughter, Judy, and the honored
couple.
Sending gifts but minable to
attned were Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Hobbs, 'Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Osborne, Mr. and Mrs. 'Fred
Blalock, Mr. and Mrs. Garland
Clark, and Mr. and Mrs. James
Bwroughs.
• • • •
Last Year 143
t In State Were
Killed By Fire
Last year 143 Kentuckians
were killed by fire. Most of
these lives could have been
saved if the rules of fire, pre-
vention had been observed. Fire
Prevention Week, October 7 to
13, has been designated for the
purpose of calling attention to
preventive measures. The Ken-
tucky State Department of Heal-
th urges all citizens to partici-
pate actively in this program
and to observe the rules listed
below for safety  thronghotll_ the
year. —
Since most fires are caused
by 'human carelessness these
simple precautions may save
your life or your property.
1. Keep matches away from
small children.
2. Have plenty of ash trays
conveniently placed, and don't
smoke in bed.
3. Keep fireplaces screened.
4. Be sure wiring is in good
repair and adequate. Don't string
wires under rugs, over hooks of
in exposed places. -
5. Check your heating system
annually. Keep Stove pipes 18
inches from walls or burnable
materials. Keep chimneys clean
and in good repair. Empty hot
ashes into metal containers. Ne-
ver use kerosene or gasoline to
kindle a fire.
6. Keep premises clean and
free of debris.
Help prevent needless deaths
and loss by fire in Kentucky
by becoming "fire prevention
conscious" this week and through
the coming year.
CITIZENS GET PICKLED
CHICAGO dri — Six citizens
got plaitered or stiff, but mostly
pickled today as part of a traffic
safety experiment, sponsored by
the National Pickle Packers As-
sociation to illustrate the idea
that "if you must get pickled
when you drive, get pickled on
pickles." •
ODD ITEMS IN PICTURES
SMALLEST OF CONTACT LENSES, Invented by Dr. Raymond Lewison,
is shown at Academy of Ophthalmology in Chicago. Beside it Is a
sten:lard type contact lens, invented a hundred years ago. The
gimmick in the new lens Is ventilating ducts, which permit wearer
to cry terough them, a needed lens function. (international)
GAIL ORM, 13, the only at's! among 575 entrants In 43rd annual
1.11tr'1.-2"9ilal plowing 1:941.1.0 11t Torontcy Out. (International)
•
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Like Small
Animals
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff ,Correspondent
WASHINGTON AS — It's odd
how big people get attached to
small animals. You make them
part of the family. And then
they are taken away, and you
feel as though you have lost
one of the king.
But it's a little different for
Capt. and Mrs. Earl Fisk down
at Ft. Polk, La. The captain
and his missus asked for it.
The officer is with the 141st
Signal Battalion motor outfit.
They have "adopted" a little
short-haired collie dog named
"Curly." "Curley" curled right
into the family circle. She some-
day wilLserve as the eyes of
some blind persons.
 _AL _of now she is soaking
up a lot of love and affection
from the Fisk Family.
The Fisks, it turns out, are
part of a unique and wonderful
program. They have gone into
the non-profit business of caring
for, feeding, and helping to train
the pup for entry into "Guide
Dog School" a few months from
now.
No' Commercial Aspects
There are no commercial as-
pects as far as the Fisks are
concerned. They asked for the
puppy. It was sent to them,
and they know "Curly" has to
go back. The dog came from
the. Shamrock Collie Research
Laboratory at Butler. Ind. It
is headed by Dr. Lee Ford, a
woman geneticist.
The Fisk are paying for the
keep of the pup; also giving
their times in helping to train
her.
"People who take these dogs
are well-screened," the captain's
wife said. "First off, you have
to love dogs. We wrote and
asked the laboratory how about
securing a dog. "Dr. Ford replied
; and asked how we would like
1 to raise 'Curly' for guide dog
school. We just couldn't turn
that down. It is a worthy cause."
Well, commercial or not, the
Fisk family is doing the best it
can.
As Mrs. Fisk puts it:
"The shorthaired collie is much
easier to keep, and has the
same characteristics as the long-
haired. All collies are smart.
And we understand they are
easy to train."
It hasn't been, so far, as easy
he captain arid flIrw1Tis-
thought. But they are doing
the best they know how.
. They are taking little Curly
everywhere. Introducing her to
traffic, teaching her right from
wrong in the red and green
of the traffic lights. How to
worm through traffic, wait for
a goahead in the store elevators.
Curly A Good Pup
"We had no trouble leash-
training her." Mrs. Fish said.
"She is a good pup and we, love
her."
Girl Scout News
Girl Scout Troops 12, Mrs.
Rob Mason and Mrs Joel Evans,
leaders, and 15, Mrs. William
Wallace, leader, met with Mrs.
Theodore Clack, Public Relations
chairman, and Mrs. Anne Steyt-
ler, a ney.icomer to the college
faculty ramily circle and inter-
ested scouter, at the Scout cabin
Friday, to cook out, decorate
"Curly" sometimes, thoug h.
acts like a dog. She is a beggar.
Always has her tongue out for
a morsel.
"But," the captain says, "she
is obedient. She w a s well-
screened, even as a pup. And
she has intelligence."
"It was easy for us to 'adopt'
Curly," Mrs. Fisk adds. "The
tough part will be giving her
up at the end of a year of
training. But we will live with
She satisfaction pf helping the
life of some blind person. The
will erase the apin of parting.
Maybe we'll do it again—get
another pup."
A Navy aircraft carrier re-
cently launched a new REGU-
LUS guided missile by steam
catapult. Neither launching plat-
form nor special booster was,
needed. This will extend the
missle striking range thousands
of miles.
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• DESSERTS • BREAD
Fresh From The Oven
Plaza Bake Shop
Phone 2144
Across From Johnson's
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for -less! $495
OTHER STYLES -
From $2.98 to $5.95
in Suede and Leather
widths AA'S, D's & C's
Right out of Seventeen... all the`,
really right, newest looks in i
softie unlined glove leather mixt,
Dozens of styles and colors
to choose from. New Cork-
ette Leathers. H urr y, see
them tods3 
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FAMILY SHOE STORE')
GLENN WOODEN, Owner
301 Main Street Phone 1566
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builders of fine memorials forFOR SALE
Apartment size natural gas
range. Used only a few months.
Phone 628-W. 020C
Corn Chopper and drindea, in
good shape.. see Mrs Harry
ayles near Midway or Phone
020NC
' CHILDS COAT, leggins and hat,
rose. velvet, size 1, also child.
coat. ‘leggins and hat, pink, size
4 1. Like new. C111 859-M after
436 p.m. • --- 018C
GALLON JUGS in
each at the Murray Drive-In
friestre. Phone 2085. 019C
COLEMAN OIL HEATER. Call
37 or 112. 019C
RUBBER TIRED WAGON. A-1
shape. Good 6 _ply tires. Extra
high sides. Call Hy-2-3817 or
1914-W. 020C
AEW Maple Bunk Beds. complete'
With mattresses. can 15e made
into twin beds. also wrought
iron bunk beds. Exchange Furn-
iture Co.. 300 Maple. 'Call 1377. ,
OP !C
NICE USED maple
complete with reat .. A !rn
good used wardrobe. Exchuage
Furniture Co. 300 Maple, phone
477. '0 020C
•
USED 20 inch grils bicycle. Call
351. 020C
CARD OF THA4KS
*
We wish to thank our many
friends for their theughtfulnem_
during the recent illness of Mrs.
E. F. Bilbrey. Your prayers and
kind expression., of interest aid-
us greatly during-our day ol
anxiety. Please accept this card.
of thanks as a personal note of
gratitude from us.
. Mr. and Mrs. g. F. Bilbre.
NOTICE
FOR YOUR INSURANCE needs
contact Wayne Wilson, State
Farm Agent, phone 321. NI1C
FOR YOUR Fuller Brush needs
call Lois Kelly, 1025 Hamilton.
Phone 1490. NIC
Monuments first class material
granite and marble, large selec-
tion styles, sizes. Call 85, home
phone 526. See at Calloway
Monument Works, Vester Orr,
miler. West Minn St., near col-
!ege. N4C
AUCTION SALE, Sat., Oct. 20,
at one p.m., 4,4 miles south of
Murray, Ky., one mile east of
Green Plain church, at home of
Hattie McLean. deceased. Will
sell nice poster bed, spinning and
flax wheels, antique table, some
furniture, cider mill, many other
Items. Buford Hurt, administra-
tor Douglas Shoemaker, auc-
tioneer.
over half ceniury. Porter White,
Manager .Phone 121. N3C
Singer Sewing machine repre-
pentati% e in Murray. For salts,
service, repair contact Leon hall,
1417 Farmer Ph. 1622-M TIC
SPECIAL on all permanents for
:he next 2 weeks. Call 326-W.
Chris's Beauty Shop 023C
MOVED. Fur ' Restyling Shop.
Latest models. Reasonable prices.
Mrs. Baker. 410 8. 8Ih t., May-
field, KY, 020?
FOR RENT
Furnished five room house with
bath. Located on Paducah High-
way Call 942-W-3. TIC
6 room hpuse 1107 Sycamore.
Phone 601 br 1249. 017C
FIVE ROOM unfurnished house
on Lynn Grove Hwy. One mile
from college. Call 1401-M or
write Box 109. 019?
• •
MONUMENTS TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. limit-
Murray Marble & Granite Works ed.at 310 S. 8th St. 531).00 iper
-7 -7-
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=INDIAN OCEAN
AUSTRALIA
EIGHT ARAB-ASIAN nations heve petitioned
tile ir.dunesian-Dutch dispute o, aT We:,tere '
on rnai in the Nmemoer meatang o: Lie us •
Petitioners are Egypt. lnelia. Indonesia, Iraq. Sate'
Pakistan and Yemen. Indonesia claims Western New Gaiiiea,
which it calls lrlan. The Netherlands reeeses to rectignize
THE BLONDE--
DIED DANCING
- by KELLEY ROOS
12rMa Uie Dodd. Mead & Co. noveL Copyright I) 19411 by William and Audrey Kelley Roos.
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
4) 1966 by Kellar nooa
CHAPTER 16 been telling me. Grade school!" I wasn't making any noise, but he
OTTIE'S sister was smiling at ''Why, sure, yes!" Jack said. was laughing.
me. Now that she had told His voice was hearty, playing the
rne, 1 could see the resemblance big reunion, but his eyes were
between her and her sister. In a am frozen. "Sure, little Hester
few years, It Dottie didn't heed i Frost! You sat beside me in MISS
the scales, she would be a chubby. Koehler's room. Whatever nap-
overflowing bundle of sugar and pencil to you?"
spice like her older sister Then F "Whatever happened to Miss
realized she had been speaking Koehler?" 1 asked. -
to me. "Say, do you remember Archie
"I'm sorry," I Hall?"
you say?" "That stinker? Well, It's been
Dottie's ,aister swell seeing you again, Jack. I'll
"Jack?" be running along now'.
She pointed towerd the door. I started for We door. His hand
"Here he is," mile said. "Back was. around my right arm, just
reeain." above the elbow. I had no idea
I looked, and there he was, dancing teachers were so strong.
back again. He was walking This was painful.
around the front of a black, two- "What's the rush?" he said.
door sedan. He had a raincoat "Let's nave a drink down the
over his arm. He-came Into the street . . . for old time's sake."
store and grinned at Dottie's sis. "Thanks ... but no."
ter; I could tell he liked her. •
"Louise," he said, "1 found
Phil's raincoat in the car. He
might need it tomorrow."
"Thanks. Jack." She took the
coat from him. "That was
thoughtful of you."
''Sure," he said. "I'm thought-
ful
He glanced at me without the
slightest interest. For that I was
grateful. But Louise had to open called after us. "This haft been
her lovely rosebud mouth. Her fun."
voice was hopping with excite- Jack Walston pulled me into
the front seat of the car.' Hemenu She was going to love this.
flicked on the headlights and
"Jack!" she said. "Take a look
said. "What did
said, "Jack."
at this young lady."
He took a look at me. He said,
"I'm looking at her and I'm en-
joying it. But why?"
Louise giggled: this was rich.
She said, "She don't mean a
thing to you! Boy, you're not kid-
ding . . . memory sure plays
tricks. Honey," she said to me,
"say something. Maybe bet rec-
ognize your voice. Speak!"
"Bow.wc,v," 
"Down. boy," Jack said. 'What
Is this?"
"Jack!" Louisa cried. "It's
Hester Frost:"
"Hester," Jack sae:, very slow-
ly. "Hester Frost."
The name had rung a bell with
hint. His memory want playing
tricks. He was remembering, no
doubt, that Dottie had told rum
about a babe named Hester
Frost who had come snooping
around, minding their business.
His face wasn't pleasant any-
more His lips thinned into a nerd
tough line. His eyes tuened
tie inoked like a kid who 'Nes
windy with a switch blade and
proud of it. He didn't Like me at
all. His attitude started the fright
churning inside me.
Contee eels riny'ele "She
. lu school WiLli you, line s
"Go ahead, honey," Louise said.
"It's all right. Dettie's not the
Jealous type."
"No, really . . . I'm late."
"I'll dtive you there," Jack
said. "Wherever it is."
"Dont bother, 1 . "
"It'll be a pleasure."
He steered me forcibly toward
the door.
"Drop in again, Hester," Louise
started the motor, his right hand
still on my wrist. 1 - never had
liked one-arm drivers; 1 nated
this one. At the first corner he
turned right. He stopped, parked
in the middle of the block. He
let go of my wrist. lie swung his
body around under the steering
wheal to face me.
tie said, "Hester Fro
that your real name?"
colizse."
He was silent- fur a
"You got ylurtelf
ing at Crescent . . . the
peter the murder. You go, Ai a
Farrell's job. Coincidence, Lan':
It"
"Somebody had to take her
place," I said.
"But then you start prying in-
to other people's affairs . . .
why?"
I didn't answer him: I couldn't.
Again he said, "Why?"
I heard myself babbling some-
thing about being a special in-
vestigator for the police .. tits!
!the cops •s%anted to Know why ac
was so interested in Anita gar-
cell's apartment . . that it ne d
answer a few questions I might
eeneider giving him a break.
He Was laugiung at me. He
•
" fe_
• 1,s,
"Hiya, Blondie," he said. "You-
're cute."
"Now, listen," I said, "I don't
want to have any trouble with
you."
"Mata," he said. "Mata Hari."
"You answer my questions and
"Oh, stop it," he said.
"You just answer my questions
and I'll let you go."
"You'll let me go?" he asked
quietly. "Look; you don't nave
me. I have you."
"Let's put it this way .. . 1.ve
have each other."
He said, "Your hands are shak-
ing."
1 clenched my hands together,
tight_
He said, "They should be shak-
ing. 1 have a very vicious streak
in me. 1 tight people who bother
me .. . and Dottie." •
With one of my shaking
hands, I jammed down the door
handle, shoved against the door
with my shoulder. He grabbea at
me and missed. I was out on the
sidewalk. He got out the door on
his side and started around tie.
/mod of the car toward me.
1 scrambled back into the car,
got the door closed and locked.
1 lurched across the seat and •
locked the other door just in
time. 1_ turned on the ignition,
stepped on the starter. He wa-
shaking the door handle.
The car lunged forward and
sent him sprawling. As 1 turned
the nearest corner, I saw him ie
the rear vices, mirror. He was on
his feet again, his hands on his
hips, watchini Me- disappear.
. I had got away -from Jack
Walston. I.had lc:awed a Wiria r,r
two ateut him Taretie
e •‘.
that Lie eenee
; largest cl.y. were sec',
Barton was. at the moment, driv-
ing the streets of Kew Gardens
in a car she had stolen.
I abandoned it at the subway
station. I parked it within sight
of an holiest looking cop and
headed for home. 1 didn't duck
under the turnstile. I paid my
fare and that ree riled to rie7 a
little of my aelf t 1 e.- se't
ce.r.rdet‘..1.
An
Waiting at er - i'
as Chapter 17 of "The Blende
Died lasnelng" continue.; here
turn...trim .
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Immtil Call Dr. Ora K. Mason, I
phone 349 or 284-J. , 019C
UPSTAIRS furnished apartment.
4' black from college campus.
Call 738-M-2 or 831-W-30. ITP
I SERVICES OFFERED
WILL CARE for elderly lady in
my home Nice house. Electric
heat Woccllawn and Vine. Call
1057-W.Mrs. Fred McClure.
OISP
Five Day Forecast
By UNITED PRIEIII5
Kentucky - Temperatures for
the five-day period, Thursday
through Monday. will average
near to slightly above the nor-
mal of 57 degrees.
Greets Princess
r-
i .
MARGARIT DAVIS, 5. holding a.
welcome bouquet, executes a 
long-practised curtsy 93 Prin-
cess Margaret of Britain visits
the hospital at Tanga, Tanganyi-
ka, during a tour of British East
African colonees. (international)
MUCH IN COMMON I in 1929," Valee said. "He doesn't!
I have much of aVidee So heDETROIT 48 - Rudy Valee,
the singing idol of the 1920's
and 1930's, said. Sunday he felt
he and Elvis P?esley have much
,n common. * •
"Presley feels as I did back
compensates with assorted gy-
rations. But people say they
•
enjoy his performances and who
am I to question what someone
else likes?"
WHERE 96 CHILDREN WERE HELD
HERE ARE SCENES from the drama that was played out when two
brothers, one an escaped lunatic, captured a small country school
rear Milan, Italy, and held 95 children hostages, demanding pay-
ment of $300,000 ransom. The brothers threatened the school, chil-
dren and teachers with TNT and Tommyguns during the five-hour
reign of terror. One man was killed attempting a rescue. Several
I
, wounded and one nun's life was saved only because the gun fired
by one of the desperados became jammed. At top, left, the crazed
brothers at a window of the school, holding some of the children
while a priest pleads with them in the name of the Pope. A teacher,
'Paola Del C. Susini (inset, top, right), became a heroine when she
threw herseif on Arturo Santato, one of the desperadoes, to disarm
him and the children were rescued unharmed by the police. At bot-
tom, one of the children is brought to her family semi-hysterical.
In center, left, inset, Osvaldo Santa (in turtle-necked sweater) is
led out of the school to face the mob. (International Radiophotos)
NANCY
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THANK YOU...
From The Family Of Bill Hutson
This is not # card ot tiianks for all the love and kindness shown
us in our hour of deepest sorrow. This is the opening of a heart
that you may look. inside and read.
Our hearts say thank you one and all for every single word anddeed of kindness bestowed upon us when we needed it most. If
were to attempt to mention individually the many friends and' theirdeeds of kindness in this black hour, it would require a full news-
paper edition and then I would miss a _few.
Our deepest heart felt thanks
to the friends of four cities -
Murray, Hazel, Paris. and May-
field, who sent offerings of flow-
ers, cards, words of sympathy
an I the bountiful supply of food.
Our thanks to all the churches
especially the Baptist Church of
Hazel and the Adventist Church
of Murray who seemed unable to
do enough for us and•overlook-
ati no opportunity to help us 'to
bear our heavy cross. Let us not
forget the ministers. the Rev.
Hampton, pastor of the Hazel
Baptist Church, Rev. Lax of the
New Providence Church Mid 7-ev-
ChiLlson who left his duties in
another city to help relieve our
sorrow.
'The Miller Funeral. Home at
Hazel has our thanks for the
wonderful manner in which they
served us and for their many
&cis of kindness to us over and
abovs their line of duty.
hara are not enough words to
thank the Hazel High School,
.oe teachers and their school
principal, Mr. Guy Lovins, for
•
WOULD YOU
TAKE IT TO
MY HOUSE ?---
I WANT TO
SURPRISE
HER
DON'T WORRY, REX MOOSEHEAD,
M.D.!! WE IS MERELY TAKIN' 140'
BACK TO YORE OFFICE!!
-•-•••••-
.
•
-r-
their' faithful kindness. Some
part of the high school group
were with Bill from the first
hour until the last minute, for
which we will be ever grateful.
Thank you to the choir. Mr. Car-
men Parks, Butch White and
Bob Cheiney fir !he beautiful
singing.
A special thank you to the
families of Mr Jim Williams of
the Ledger and Times of Murray
and Mr. W. P. Williams of the
Paris Post-Intelligencer of Paris,
tic the beautiful floral offerings
and the special kindnesses shown
us at this time Also all the ern-
aloyees of the Ledger and Times.
To each and all of you we say
when your hour of sorrow comes
may you receive the kindness
and ipve that has been so freely
el% en to us. May God bless and
keep you one and all is out
player.
-Mr. and Mrs. Ed Smith
Teresa Smith
Richard Hutson
Mrs. Betty Oli4 er
(Giandmotheri
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COULD `10'
MAKE ME
,LOOK UKE
Hltyl?
Nab 11.1.• ••••••• ••••••••._ hr.
EASV- BUT,
YOU COULDN'T
AFFORD TO
HAVE, ME DO
IT!!
DOWN
1-Stritc•
2-Lamm-aye
3-Tardy
4-31o. is
6
-Biblical City
Native metal
7-Stalk
11-Plucky
2
-Zest
10-Seed amide',
ii-Nkrve network
AI-Tropical fruit
31-21aii1en loved
by Zeus
sz-Alr',.
ii 1:(.11tp.
26-Rh er wand
27-Vase
10
-Preposition
11-Negrito
32-cut timber
'1' Before
MI -Behold!
37
-Slave
40
-Poplar (pl.)
43-Seesaw
45-Faroe isiands
whirlwind
4"-More
unusual
411-Skid
49-Halo
60-Suppileat•
It-Obstructs
53-Sheet of glass
64-Egress
63-Ea
65-Feniul. deer
Ow Rani. bestuaillia
By Al Cap.
R
A MOVSTROUS
CR/AfE.P7.
-PUTTIN6
SWEET LOVER-
130YN/K".5 FACE
ON 774/5 APE.r)
aw a. P., Van igurai
r.p,...••••..
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••
b
-At
00
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New Ruby Love
PORFIRIO RUSIROSA, the Domi-
nican Republic diplomat who
has been married and divorced
four times, is shown in Paris
with his latest conquest, Odd*
Robin, 19, French actress. "Ru-
by," whose past brides include
heiress Barbara Hutton, will re-
portedly wed Odile in the near
future. (fisterriational)
4-H Club News
• Buchanan
I News
•
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Jim Freeland spent last week-
! end with his parents Mr. and 1Mrs. Mason Freeland.
Mrs. David Upchurch, Mrs.
Het bert Alton. Mrs. 'Ross Wil-
hams and Mrs. Mason Freeland I
were among the n—i-any attending ,
the Baptist association at Maple-
%ood church in Paris.
Mr. Charlie Calloway is very ,
ill at this time.
Mrs. David Upchurch visited
her mother. Mrs. Vaughn in
e'Murray Iasi Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton'
and daughter and Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Bucy and son and • Joe
Pat Hutson were afternoon visi-
tors of Mr. and Mrs. David
Hutson. •
• Mr. sod Mrs. Eugene Lansroust
and baby of Michigan are visit-
ing her grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. Jess Morgan and other
ielatives here. _
Statement required by the At
of August 24. 1912, as amended
by the Acts of March 3, 1933,
and July 2. 1946 (Title 39. United
States Code. Section 233) show-
ing the ownership, management,
and circulation of
The Ledger and Time publish-
ed daily except Sunday at Mur-
ray. Kentucky for October 1,
1958.
1. The names and addresses of
the publisher, editor, managing
edi'or. and busines managers are:
James C. Williams. Murray. Ky.
2. The owner is: ( If owned by
a corporation, its name and ad-
dress must be stated and also
immediately =
of stock-
rider t h e
names and add
holders, owning or holding 1 per
cent or more of total amount of
stock. If not owned by a corpo-The Senior 4-H Club of Kirk- ration. the names and addresses
icy was organized Wednesday
morning. October 10 at 9:30 to of individual owners must be
10:15. The ..ieeting was called 
ship or other unincorporated
given. If owned by a partner-
to order by last year's president,
Annette Palmer. The pledges o firm. its name and address, as
the flag were led by Nancy Ba7-t well as that of each individual
_sell and Sandra Bedwell member, must be given. 1 W. P.
The officers for the year are Williams. Paris. Tennessee; Mrs.W. P. Williams. Paris; Tennessee;as follows: .president. Annette I James c. Williams. Murray. Ky.Palmer: vice president. Lorna
Ross: secretary. Linda Lawson. 3. The known bondholders,
treasurer. janet Like; reporter, Mortgagees. and other security
, Eva Mae McCallon; song leader. 
holders owning or holding 1 per-
Nancy Bazzell. and game leader..
cent or more of total amount of
Sandra Bedwell. beads, mortgages, or other see-
Pdrs..rvelyn Palmer and Mr. 
' unties are: ( If there are none,
Vaughn discussed the 4-H , state.) None.
jects to the girls and boys. There
Pro-174. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include.
were forty-four members pres- 
or 
secoricaseg w. 
holder appears upon 
here the stockholder
eat. The meeting was adjourned
by the vice president, 
the boors of the company as
Eva Mae McCallon 
i 
trustee or in any other fiduciary
Reporter • relation, the name of the person
- er corporation for -whom su
trustee is acting: also the state-QUEEN'S CHAPLAIN MARRIES men's in the two paragraphsLONDON .0 — Queen Eliz- show the affant's full knowledgeabeth's 71-year old chaplain is and belief as to the circumstan-going to take his third wife. I ces and conditions under whichCanon Chai les Earle Raven.
twice a widower. disclosed stockholders and security holdershe who do not appear upon thewould marry Mme. Helen Jean- books of the company as trustees,ty, 52, a Belgian resistance hero- hold stock and securities in ainc he met during a television
discussion on the qualities of capacity other than that of a
righteousness and forgiveness. bona fide owner.
5. The average number ofThe London Sunday Express i
said Mme. Jeanty is an -unbe- , copies of each issue of this pub-
liever" and •an' „avowed nee- lication sold or distributed,
Christian" ! through the mails or otherwise,
to paid subscribers during the
' CAR DISARpEARS IN WASH 12 months preceding the date
shown above was: (This infor-NEWARK. N. J. Ali — Mrs. •
Marion Speirs. of Elizabeth, mation is required from daily,
started out for a car laundry weekly .semiweekly, and tri-
but wound up being 
,
taken to weekly newspapers only.) 2406.
the cleaners. Mrs. Speirs- says 1 James C. Williams
she hasn't seen her car or the I Sviont-to and subscribed be-
helpful young man who offered ! fait me this 18th day of October.
to drive it through the laundry 1956. L. L. Dunn. My commission
since she accepted his offer. expires on April 23rd, 1957.
. _ 
— —
'MIKAN SCORES IN-141GH COURT
sCLAMIP PR o bAsketball stIr George Jitikan, towering 6
-feet-9,
pld -es in front of thc U. S. Suprcme Court building while his
law rtr.er. -rands T. Ryan, points out a Washington sight.
Mikan had just been admitted to practice before the high tribunal.
He Is a Republican candidate for Congress in Minneapolis, seeking
the seat of Rep. flex Wier (D), Minnesota. (International)
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FANCY
Jumbo Celery
10cSTALK
%•\
12-oz.BAGWELL FIG PRESERVES 2
‘'\•ks.VItv.
I
•
•
FRESH CRISPY
CARROTS
10cLRG Lb Bag
\N;
,`‘ \
\\
I
•
\
•\
•
s„,,, • s„, • \•
NABISCO RITZ 1-lb. 33c
V"-` `"`. ""`". "` ". '".. `-`-```-`-`•"` N\
\ .`"\*"`. x‘ ‘• \ss%\
U\sNEW GREEN
CABBAGE
Lb 5cFIRM HEADS
•
'CNN.
:\N „N. \11•\c .‘• &•.%• • ,..•X% s
HEINZ
TOMATO
KETCHUP
o▪ r•G
SMOKED - SHORT SHANK_
PICNIC HAMS
NO CHARGE FOR SLICING
LB.
Poi(
•r-
ref/
29c
GOV'T GRADE "AA" ROUND
STEAK
SLICED
(FULLY MATURE CORN
Worthmore BACON
WHITE SALT. FAT BACK
Seasoning Bacon
3 Lb. Tin 79c
TRAY
LB.
FED)
PACKED )
79Fb 
351 
19c
SOUTHERN QUALITY
MARGARINE
(Yellow Sticks)
lb. 19c
NEW! DIX Iftit PASTEL COLORS
PINK
—as wc,i as 'white
BLUE
YELLOW
VLUX\
CREEN P*('/
WHITE ILU 
rn.
Stre 2/29c
pastal
Sue 3/29c
Alta
lath
sin 2/23c
obit
• FROZEN FOODS •
Dixiana Strawberries 10-oz. 2 for 49c
Dixia,na Lima
 Beans 1("z- 19c
25c Dulaney
 
Cream
 
Corn
 
2 for 45c
Dulaney Fried Potatoes 9-°z• 19c,k • - . _N X\ , v. \N.%‘\" K \- V t \\'‘sc•V 1 I KW N'\' V w V K \\\\ ''W N,.: k§\ 
"DEAL PACK" 1s
5c Off 
ss
s
t
\, Kraft Dinner ,.
k t 
.
$
N
' •
N.
•§
•110. N.,"...N.\\A, I
-` -_
NX. \\1 •WN1C•svso..\\\‘‘ ‘t\\ -•%. •
RED CROSS ELBOWMACARONI
-,*.•\11,11 11t\V Kk's ovtill \.\\Ns o 1•\\‘‘ \\. §
COUNTRY CLUB
•
FAULTLESS 12-oz.
STARCH
 2i 2.5c
"swam" 
•
•
UNDERWOOD
DEVILED HAM
BIG BROTHER
POTTED MEAT
2 for 15c
'CORNED BEEF
HASH
15-oz. . . . 29c
• 19c Can
POPS-RITE POPCORN
Golden Dipt
BREADING
Rit
44
Northern
FACIE cLoni
ran sox
2 for
39c
INGMAR Sin
BLUE
SILVER DUST
65c
Own.*
KITCHEN TOWEL
IN EVERY VOX
GIANT ICON SIZE
BLUE
SILVER DUST
76c
REG. SIZE, 12 FL. OZ.
SIVI LUX LIQUID
DETERGENT
39c
!ECONOMY Sae, as FL. OZ
WIW LUX LIQUID
DETERGENT
69c
BISCUITS
129c
itiesshoess
le bag!
F
8"9":
FREE
'PARKING 
GET THE BEST
FOR LESS"
100
tablets
490
Food
Market
• LOTS OF PARKING SPACE • Friendly Courteous Service • Phone 1061
••••••••••■••••••—omm•WWWIIIIRIWWWWWWPWWWWWWWINIIIINNIN •
•
41
,...•••..:4.1,•cr••••-
•••••••••3- -s'
18, 196d
2 for
39c
oz.
U1p
oz
UID
1061
0
•
• ‘14•1•414.... . .; •
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Our Greatest Money Saving Sale
• We Intend To Undersell All Competition Regardless Of Our Losses.
We Have Combed The Country For These Buys and We Invite Your Comparison
Read These Ads, Then Come On Down and Save Some Money
Do Your Christmas
Shopping Now
You Can Save Some Money
MAYTAG Automatic Washer
Rid your home of garbage
forever... with the new
5TrAt.
Reg.
$89.95
FREE
TO THE FIRST CUSTOMER
BUYING A
Mew Maytag
Washer and Dryer
and we will give you
NEW MAYTAG IRONER
Absolutely FREE
This Ironer Sells For $279.95
Famous Dixie Electric Range
Regular $199.98
Now $124.95
plus old range
MAYTAG DRYER
•
the
modern way
to .•
-.:.• 
 
IIc paiNg
cisr osY 48Y4.
.411101.il
MODEL No. 1 BB
RETAIL PRICE $1 2.95
>( OUR PRICE
Fbstoria only $695
Tritlfeat Iron
WARD-ELKINS
'WV
30 Gal. Water Heater
Reg: $89.95
SALE $5995
Can Vs Used
as Pictured with
Revolving Bowl
Mixer Is
.Removablo from
Stand and Can
Be Used in Any
Dish or Pan
REG.
•
me,. ••• • *ft.&
:2+EVEN
ONE SET
Double
Tubs
FREE
With
Purchase
Of
Maytag
Washer
ELECTRIC
MIXERS
5 BIG REASONS WHY
$2.9.95 THIS MIXER 15 TOPS!
Now s14.95
Only One To A Customer
-% •
3 mixing speeds ... 1 for
every need.
2 High-powered motor.
3 Mixer is Portable; Detachable
from base.
Large Mixing Bowl included.
5 Priced far below your
expectations.
•
6••••
•
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WE'RE CAUGHT -IN A MODEL CHANGE
WE MUST SELL OUR 1956 MODEL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES
REGARDLESS OF LOSS. BUY NOW and SAVE
Buy On WARD-ELKINS Easy Payment Plan
4,4 40^
fit t•
get a bin full of ke raked
Startling new Ice Cube Ejector is but one of a dozen
exciting Lift to Living features of the new
TRINDMIE RIVIllth'ITAS
 
 br a I
• z''.--•rr. -r-'•-•••-'•-1
Equip
prim,
-
- - 
11111r:La.
V
:MOM
'
;
C.
fir '
'
7-7F.1
1APNe
• Cold-Pantry model in choice of
4 Beautiful Exterior Colors and
White
• Decorator Panels in Color
• "Picture Window" Hydrator
• Bottom Freezer for 66 lbs.
• Self-defrosting Refrigerator
Section
• Roll-to-You Shelves
• Big, sking Meat Tender ,
• Butter Conditioner
• Exclusive "Flowing Cold"
19S6 11111011.
Oply a few to sell
BETTER HURRY
EM/1
• A TOP-OF-THE-LINE
2-DOOR FRIGIDAIRE
SOME EXTRA EXTRA SPECIALS
2-19 56 Model Frigidaire Dryers NOOF IERA
 REFs 16 kS BE DE
1-1955 Deluxe Model Refrigerator MakeFUois ti:Itan oleteleady
AT A SPECIAL LOW PRICE!
11.1)1,7; fta.P
:;2•1 '141
HURRY!
HURRY!
YOU WON'T BELIEVE
The .
PRICE
IT'S BIG IN FEATURES, TOO!
SEPARATE
FOOD FREEZER
HOLDS 77 POUNDS I
HUGE
SELF-DEFROSTING I
REFRIGERATOR /
COMPARTMENT iTMENT) f
MANY I
IMPERIAL FEATURES 1
.....14
WARD
Here's The Deal
That lops Them All
To The First Customer Who Buys a
1957 Model REFRIGIDAIRE
IMPERIAL WASHER and DRYER
We Will Give a NEW
FRIGIDAIRE IRONER
WORTH $279.95
Absolutely FREE
Only at WARD-ELKINS
Will You Find Such
an Offer As This
Hurryaliurry-Hurry
e-44.6/72,„
Frigidaire
Refrigerator
WE GVARANTEE
this to be the
GREATEST
BUY IN
WEST KENTUCKY
SHOP AROUND
AND COMPARE
ELKINS
- •
I
•
•
3
*-
,••
•
•
,S, 1956
ady
0
Y
••• •••I •• .• • • • • • 4,4 t•
5'
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THIS IS THE GREATEST SWEEPER SALE
IN THE HISTORY OF MURRAY
ewe SEE NE NEW 
HooveR
r
FREE!
Coyne in this weeekk—
ask about our minister*
"Connie" lop*
eneastee•
'4.410
Reg.
vita
with exclusive double-stretch hose
kl V.11 o ,11
• "'I,
L, EA'AR TW/eE
THE AREA
OF ANY 077IER
-14
4,9Aliebits„,,
EANCR!
NO
will1p140t10W1qt
Abasribiavl.akkakia,..:
4'4' 4, •
Now you can clean a 30-foot circle from one position. You can go from room to. -room, go upstairs or down, without pulling your cleaner around.New Hoover hose stretches twice its own length, yet compressesfor storage—and never, never kinks. New Hoover nozzle getsmore dirt—new Throwaway bag holds more dirt. Exclusive
• telescoping wand—use it short or use it long—and a wholenew set of Hoover Strato-Tools. Come see. Come save—with our generous trade-in offer.
s99.50
VI
NOW $69.95
• WHY BUY
(*.BRAND
SWEEPERS
When We're
SELLING
HOOVERS
at Prices Like These
While they last!
New
HOOV
s9,A.re
Formerly $124.95
NOW $8995
• Here's the cleaner that
beats as it sweeps as it
cleans . . . keeps rugs
like new.
• Brand new, in
factors cartons,
full warranty.
• See us soon. Sup.
ply limited.
•
et
Note
We have ONLY ONE
1952 Model
Hoover
Cleaner
Brand New was $69.95
Only $1995.
Check These-Ptites
YOU WILL BE AMAZED AT THE HIGH VALUES
4- AT SUCH BARGAIN PRICES. WARD-ELKINS
DOES IT AGAIN WITH VALUES FOR EVERYONE
A Once In a
Lifetime Opportunity
To Get A Top
Quality Sweeper
At a Low Price
New I igh weight, tow Cost
HOOVER
Lark
Full-size! No bag to empty!
It beats as it sweeps as it deans! So easy
to use! So easy to buy I
KING SIZF INTRODUCTORY TPAOE-IN ALLOWANCE
Top money for ,our old c.IPan,,t at
The Hoover Lark
Greatest Sweeper Value
In The Country
ff.; 71111411t‘i
We're Just
Taking Our Losses
DURING THIS SALE AND FORGETTING IT
A Typical
Ward - Elkins Sale
VALUES GALORE
ALL OVER THE STORE
Shop Now and Save
Hurry - Hurry I- Hurry
WARD ELKINS
See It Now!
it's NEW... the world's
finest all-around cleaner
THE NEW
HOOVER
M *41 64
opi
* It beats as it sweeps as it cleans . gets dirt
other cleaners miss.
* Double-stretch hose gives you twice the
reach of any other make of cleaner —
for cleaning anywhere in the house.
•* New vinyl jacket wipes clean with
a damp cloth. Won't fade.
Won't pick up odors.
* New Forecast colors — Sandal-
wood and Mulberry with lipstick,
red accents.
LOW, EOW PRICES
_
-
.1'
'Or
lir 
s
9
•
•••
••••
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cm- Spectacular TV4RcAmcriron
'Ne_14da,13.0utiful Blackdad41401
IFIRSTL
CHOICE,
devisirm
-iVI 601.104-5.4ew RCA Victor TV Originals •
417,401121: KeW styles, new shapes, new sizes! See
truants% smallest "Personal" TV—luxuriotis
.tocsvs---Etunning consoles! Try "High-Sharp-and-
tuning!  Hear rich Balanced Fidelity Sound!
lying Image" picture on all models .except/
. Come in—choose yours today I OW*
•
xmoss—and, watch glowing color
&lists 1'4 color right in your living room! All Big
lc! re' sets have 254 square inches of viewable,
ling Color" picture area. You also enjoy thel
realism of Balanced Fidelity Sound, and on
uze models you get 3-speaker Panoramic Sound!
In—arrange to see a demonstration of RCA
ictor Big Color TV today
SIg Color TV set brings you bah coior telecasts and biack-111P
dell-ahat• Vetra.m, tea. h come•a•Aale- like having 2 sets Lri 11
eau, the exclusive RCA Fecie;y- avice Cotirect
Ii
I 1,
T riginalsj,
"Perigee' TV. (tog BA" high
(without stand), 914" wide,
12P" long. Red, gray, ebony
at Ivory 46tured finishes. Model
1111703.
•
The Ni... (ieh) 261 sq. in.
viewable "living Image" picture.
Ebony finish, maroon or !Wig'd
oak grained finishes calms.
Model 21171$.
Se•••11 UHF toning coven 70 UHF
eisafta•l• In 21i seconds1 Optional, extra, at low cost.
The Ardmore Deluxe. (top,
right). 261 sq. In. viewable area.
2 speakers1 Mahogany grained,
vrobwt grained or heed oak
grained finishes. Model 2ID721.
The Rosbarn. (right) 261 sq.
In. viewable aria. 2 speakers1
Mahogany grained, walnut
grained wish blond win or limed
oak grained finishes. Model
211741.
ExcitiGaZZAPULAIgteCOLOR TV
nay-a... 
Connie 
- 
.... 11111411101b.., The Aldrich. Lowest prked 
RCA, 
-strip.ilia Slianwycik. ta with Rh. The Week**. lowest priced RCA Victor
1
• • 21057...n 
ainsinated "Window Knob" Channel In- Itig Color console! Illuminated "Window
Victor 11.g Color TVI mahogany 
'4, grained or limed ocr_ j_c K. i•Lt4c.141.1ni wilted. dicator. Mahogany grained or Mined Knob" Channel Indicator. Mahogany
- irk grained finishes. Modei 21CT71113. grained or Mined_ ciA. rained &Wass. s....._
Model 21CT711.5.... . 6......
a
'Aelerery Debate. luxury lowboy.
Illuminated "Front Window" VHF Chanrel
KO kW- P 011010 RUC Sound. Mahogany,
natural walnut or blond tropicol hardwood
fleislses. Model 21CD791.
The Chandler Delves. Full-door console
with illuminated "Front V. widow- VHF
Channel Indicator. Panoramic Sound.
Mahogany or natural walnut finishes.
Model 21CD793.
Greatest Buy Ever In
11" RCA Victor
TV Sale Priced
WARD
NOW! NEW "LIVING IMAGE" PICTURE AND 2-SPEAKER
BALANCED FIDELITY SOUND IN THIS SUPERB
(SWIVEL TV
by RCA VICTOR
1 FIRST
CHOICE:
IN TV
The idgenrent Deluxe. Fhono-jack.
Ton. control. Mahogany grained or limed
oak grained finishes. Model 210723.
RCA VICTOR
... PRESENTS A NEW MOOD
IN CONSOLE STYLING
... BRINGS YOU NEW "LIVING IMAGE"
PICTURE AND PANORAMIC SOUND
The Whitman Delano. Willi-
noted "Front Window" VHF
Channel Indicator. Mahogany
grain•d, walnut grained or limed
oak groln•d funish•s. Model
2 1 D744.
I Up To $15000 Tradegi-In
For your old set on this NEW
1957 RCA Victor TV
Igipl win s •
alt.... •
--ntdremessimio—
•
•
•
,f
7 M7777
•
,
811 18 1$456,
r-
•
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WNICIS *AN PASSES
THE N. 10.* TEST?
•
The poised, smartly-dressed man at the left of cowrie. You can
111111 tell at • glance and that', ...lay the Ninety-Percent Test is so imp*,
tent People judge you by ...tat they see (sometimes thers a they have
to go on) and no-.0ty poroolat of what  Hilly W. of you is sirljail you raw-.
Tai• freak CP' 1!1 of , Clothes is mote than an-ostra touch ...like a Hower in the Laktiereltee. Ws an integral part oaf wood gresteiwg.
The state of your tie.is volumes ebaut the kind of person you ere.
In fact. your cloth:-... asi.rer  stop talking about you.
You buy yealw 010043 to make 3 good imprOSS#00. As you wear them,
he. then" skycita....'d often. A Smart Man takes care to keep that
impressios fresk
•
TWO HOUR SERVICE ON REQUEST
BOONE'S
• 
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
Phone 243 South Side of Square
Sh
•
RUI -01161,,13d MO
Re anS TO
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PAGE ELEVENiSyngman Rhee
Gives Views
On Communism
By Dr. SYNGMAN RHEE
President of the
Republic of Korea
Written Especially For
United Press
SEOUL, Korea 91, — In My
opinion, the question that trans-
cends all others in international
importance- is whether or not
the communist tide will be turn-
ed back.
If still - free peoples realize
their danger. I am sure ' the
world: would be saT But th
appeasing twit of co-existence
has disarmed some leaders Ilk
whom the people trust. Other's,
Who say they love liberty, add
that they value life more, and
that a war in the atomic age
would bring death to millions.
They would be willing to settle,
for slavery..
Points Out Red Slaughter
They don't know what they
are talking about. War could
be avoided by meekly submitting
to the Communists, but death
could not. Look at Soviet Ruesia.
Ldbk at Communist China. Both
countiies succumbed to Com-
munism without great wars, but
as an issue of Time Magazine
expressed it earlier this year,
the number of people vihose
lives were snuffed nut in those
countries while the Communists
were consolidating their power
was so monstrous the mind
could not visualize so. vast a
slaughter in human terms: 20
million Chinese done away with
and24 million more Missing, be-
lieved confined in forced labor
camps; 15 million Russians killed
or allowed to die of starvation.
That's peace under Commu-
nism. All the wars in Korea's
and America's-histories -combined
have not taken one-tenth of this
total in human lives.
Peace can be bought today, by
accepting Communist domination,
but it will not be permanent
peace. Anyone who once has
tasted freedom will net long
remain satisfied enslaved. Mil-
lions upon millions upon miilions
will die for resisting or , on
suspicion of resiting Communism.
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Such a peace would mean endless
war.
I do not propose war, but I
disapprove telling - the Kremlin
that we will not light, no matter
what.
As . I have said repeatedly
there is no substitute for force
or the certitude that aggressron
Will inexorably evoke determined
unlimited resistance. Aggression
would die and there would be
no more wars If all good-neigh-
bor countries would instantly
and unreservedly come to the
aid of a nation attacked or
threatened.
Had the war in Korea been
carried through to victory. Korea
would be a nearer example.
•
•
•
Monroe Steals
Show From
Husband
LONDoN 
-- A view of
Marilyn Monroe in a red satin
sheath dress was more inspiring
than her playwright husband's
Communists respect force —
superior force.'
Guarantee avowed aggressors
pain for profit and there will
be, no war.
work, "A View From the Bridge,"
London theatergoers arced to-
day.
i The play, technically forbid-
!den to be shown in Britain,
brought good reviews. Marilyn
; brought out the police.
1 Thirty policemen struggled to
hold back the crowd that con-
Verged on the Comedy Theater
when Marilyn appeared in plat-
form sole evening sandals and
a gown that appeared to be
a sausage-tight wrapping of red
satin that rose from ankle to
a point slightly above the censor-
ship line.
"Clear a gangway or someone
e ill be killed," an official shout-
,
~ay Largest Task-Force Fleet Bows in '57
•
Largest and most versatile fleet of commercial this 2-ton stake truck with dual rear wheelsvehicles ever produced by Chevrolet. the coin- More powerful engines, coupled with advances inpany's 88 truck models for 1957 include 43 husky safety, durability and performance are out...,ta...;-niediunt-duties. A representative of the group is ing features of the new line to be L.hown Oct. 19.
•
•
ed, when the star and her hus-
band, Arthur Miller, arrived
with Sir Laurence Olivier and
his wife, actress Vivien Leigh.
Marilyn smiled nervously. Mil-
ler looked glum. The crowd ,
looked excited.
They entered the theater and
sat down to watch Miller's play
which had been a hit on Broad-
way but which 'had been banned
by the British lord chancellor
becouse it dealt with homo-
sexuality.
The art theater evaded the
ban by presenting the play
through club membership with
dues of 70 cents. Technically,
it was not a legitimate theater
iperformance and thus could be
'staged.
Marilyn's fans managed to get
! in by battling their stay past
guards down to the third row
where the actress sat with her
husband, hiding some of her
curves under a mink cape. Mil-
ler sat silently, apparently re-
signed to the furore over his
wifehT e audience cheered the first
act and crowded around the
Millers at intermission.
When the production ended,
there was loud applause and
cries of "author" filled t he
theater. But Miller did not bud-
ge
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• New right down to the wheels it rolls on—that's the
'57 Chevrolet!
By now you know it's new in style. You can see that
CheVy's longer, lower—and every inch a beauty.
But Chevrblet's new in lots of ways that don't
show up in our picture. It's new in VS power options
that range up to 245 h.p.* Then, you've a choice of
two automatic drives as extra-cost options. There's
an even finer Powerglide —and new, nothing-like-it
Turboglide that brings you Triple-Turbine take-off
and a new flowing kind of going. It's the only one of
its kind!
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SOCKS
44t,
They s-t-r-e-t-c-h to
fit any size foot
snugly, comfortably.
Always look neot
and trim. Light --
weights in sol-
ids, clocks, patterns.
at this low
sole price!
—100% NYLON •
CAMP
COTTON SOCKS
Solid Color - 6-Ply Heel and Toe
75c pr.
GOOD SELECTION
Men's
Dress & Sport Socks
39c - - 3 for $1.00
MEN'S
Broadcloth Pajamas
$2.95
NEW BOTANY
SHIRTS
FOR FALL
$19"
 
to $14"
•••••••••••••••••,...1••••
NEW FALL
---Corli—moy Shirts
$3.9'
I
Good Selection Men's New
FALL SPORTS COATS
$19.50
Good Selection Men's
NEW FALL PANTS
All Wool Flannel and Gabardine
$995 to $1795
RAYON and ACETATE
$5 95to $795
ARCHDALE
SPORT SOCKS
Argyle and Overcheeks
59C
SPECIAL!!
MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS
10 for $1.00
MEN'S
Fruit-Of-The-Loom SHORTS
69c
MEN'S FRUIT-OF-THE-LOOM
UNDERSHIRTS 
 
49c
with' Black
Crepe Sole
k. $9•95
MEN'S
Shoes s8.95
BROWN and BLACK GORE
TEE SHIRTS
EXTRA HEAVY
MEN'S
$ 1.0 0
WITH or WITHOUT POCKETS
it wimeiy *.fr.i.
MEN'S
Sweaters
100% ORLON
Good Selection
of Colors
$595
SPECIAL!!
Men's B.V.D. Brand
Tee Shirts
89c
SPECIAL!!
Men's Tee Shirts
59c - - 2 for $1.00
FASIIIONS
FAVORED
FOR
FALL
Men's New FALL SUITS by Griffon
In Shetlands, Tweeds, Herringbones -and Camberra Cloth.
Large selection of styles and colors. We have your size
in the new Fall su. 575o
Men's New Fall Champ Hats
your size. Come in -.4c1 pick your
style. 7
40 
•$835 & $1000
Other Men's
GENUINE FUR FELT HATS
$3.95 and $5.95
& maw grow wedet ot00
itcoitctioevie gilo ES
Cap-Toe
Oxford
Brown
,S
. ,
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$8.95
MEN'S DRESS OXFORDS
With Extended Sole
$8.95
LOAFERS
In Black or Brown
$7.95
WING TIP OXFORDS
Black and Cordovan
$8.95
SADDLE OXFORDS
Black and White - Black Crepe Sole
$9.95
eigitsnrig pool' of
SPORT SNITS'
Men's New Fall
Long Sleeve
Sport
Shirts
In Big Leaguers and New
Italian Collar
$495
LONG SLEEVE SPORT SHIRT
For Men in Ivy League - New Venetian, Cloth
Gabardines and Butter Cloth Plaids
now $3.95
LONG SLEEVE SPORT SHIRTS
Good Selections in Gabardines, Pan
Cotton, and Oxford Cloth
•
only $2.95
River
• MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
Broadcloth, Short and Regular Collars
MEN'S
DRESS SHIRTS
White and Solid Colors
$1.98
CAMP ARGYLE SOCKS
In The New Fall Colors
$1.00 pr.
•
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• MEN'S FALL SUITS
Gabardine and Wool Worsted
Men's New Fall
GRIFFON TOP COATS
$57.50
•
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